I’ve been manufacturing car care products for nearly twenty years, with Detailer’s Pride being my first foray into the world of surface care enhancement. It was, after all, a product line that I could call my own, because it was developed by my team of chemists to my discerning standards. I continuously updated this line, and it eventually became Detailer’s Pro Series, or DP for short.

Several years later I created XMT, for Xtreme Machine Technology, to complement Pinnacle Natural Brilliance, another line that’s been a cornerstone of my business. XMT was a unique line, developed around dual action and circular polishers. XMT, at the time, was cutting edge.

Paint systems continue to evolve, as do the needs of car care enthusiasts. Being in this industry every day for over twenty-five years, I know that in order to stay on the cutting edge of surface care enhancement, you have to continually update formulas and adapt to new trends to retain the interest of discriminating car care enthusiasts. That leads me to my latest ventures: McKee’s 37 and McKee’s RV.

McKee’s 37 is the culmination of Detailer’s Pro Series and XMT Car Care. Combining the two lines and slapping a fancy new label on the bottle would have been the easy route, but I instead took my time and worked closely with my team to update the best from each line while adding several all-new formulas. My goal, or mission as some would call it, was to create a line that would exceed your expectations.

McKee’s RV was created to fill the need for a dedicated RV care line. Here’s the deal: There are A LOT of products that are marketed for boats and RVs - dual purpose products as I like to call

McKee’s Automotive and RV care lines are so good I put my name on them.

Bob McKee
them. As an RV owner, I didn’t want to purchase a bottle of wax for my RV that had a picture of a boat on the bottle. It just didn’t make sense to me, plus RVs have specific needs of their own. The answer was simple: develop my very own line of RV products. I assigned my chemists the task of developing an RV-specific line of waxes, cleaners, and polishes.

I was surprised to discover that my latest undertaking would be so much work, and I was also surprised at just how much fun I would have developing the entire line, from the strawberry-scented wash and wax RV shampoo to the hugely capable RV black streak remover. I thought it would be a walk in the park, but there are a lot of great RV products on the market. It was my goal to make my line of RV products superior to anything else available. What my team and I decided to put my name on it. Enter McKee’s RV.

Through years of painstaking research, trial and error, and countless reformulations, my team and I were able to create two complete lines of world-class waxes, cleaners and polishes that provide incredible results every time. These lines, after all, have my name on them, so the formulas have to be the best.

Both the McKee’s 37 and McKee’s RV product lines will exceed your expectations – I guarantee it. Each state-of-the-art formula is designed specifically for use on the unique surfaces of your car, truck, SUV, motorcycle, or RV. You’ll be amazed by the results you achieve—whether you’re cleaning glass, applying an advanced coating, removing black streaks, or simply performing a routine maintenance wash. The complete McKee’s 37 and McKee’s RV lines will be among the best you’ve ever used. If they weren’t the best, I wouldn’t have my name on them!
McKee’s 37 Trademark Carnauba Paste Wax replicates the look of premium car waxes without a premium price. McKee’s 37 Trademark Carnauba Paste Wax is made of pure No.1 grade yellow carnauba from Brazil and engineered polymers to create a wet, glossy shine that lasts longer than carnauba alone. You’ll love what it does for your vehicle’s paint. Carnauba wax gained popularity in the 1960s on the car show circuit for its rich, multidimensional shine. It set the standard for how a vehicle can look with the right care. Decades later, there is still nothing more brilliant than a carnauba wax finish.

McKee’s 37 Trademark Carnauba Paste Wax is a soft, pliable paste that goes on like butter and wipes off just as effortlessly. The easy application saves you time and effort. Plus, McKee’s 37 Trademark Carnauba Paste Wax does not stain rubber trim.

The shine created is nothing short of beautiful. Any color paint will appear deeper and richer with every coat of Trademark Wax. The addition of VOC compliant polymers allows the wax to bond to the paint for longer lasting protection. Carnauba wax provides UV protection, as well as resistance to acid rain and contamination. Your vehicle will be protected for up to 2 months in ideal climates.

McKee’s 37 Trademark Carnauba Paste Wax isn’t just a name; it reflects the superior performance of the wax. Some carnauba-based waxes cloud or turn yellow with subsequent layers. McKee’s 37 Trademark Carnauba Paste Wax contains a purified carnauba with clear, reflective polymers that allow you to layer it as many times as desired to achieve the look you want. Even one coat is impressive, but additional layers increase the depth and multidimensional shimmer of your paint. Layer McKee’s 37 Trademark Carnauba Paste Wax over a long-lasting sealant like Wolfgang Deep Gloss Paint Sealant 3.0 to get the best of both worlds: shine and protection!

McKee’s 37 Trademark Carnauba Paste Wax delivers the wet look that is so popular on show cars and collectibles. We dare you to compare Trademark to any carnauba paste wax on the market. For outstanding shine and value, nothing comes close. McKee’s 37 Trademark Carnauba Paste Wax will take your vehicle’s shine to the next level!

8 oz. - Includes Arctic White Microfiber Towel and 1 poly foam wax applicator.
Simply stunning. That’s how you’ll describe McKee’s 37 Fast Wax. There’s no easier way to give your paint finish durable protection and a head-turning gloss. McKee’s 37 Fast Wax packs all the benefits of a traditional carnauba wax - plus incredible durability - into a sizzling spray. The liquid wax formula goes on without streaking and bonds in a cross-linked coat of protection that feels as good as it looks!

The basis of McKee’s 37 Fast Wax is No. 1 grade carnauba wax, imported from Brazil. This is the very best natural wax on earth. Carnauba wax has a shine that is second to none, it is water-repellent, and it provides natural UV protection. Carnauba’s only challenge is that it’s rock hard. Through careful processing, McKee’s 37 Fast Wax has retained all the benefits of carnauba wax and overcome it’s hard consistency. Few liquid waxes capture the essence of a carnauba shine like McKee’s 37 Fast Wax.

The addition of sealant-type polymers gives McKee’s 37 Fast Wax enhanced durability, shine, and protection compared to an ordinary wax.

McKee’s 37 Fast Wax is a true spray wax, not a quick detailer. This product stands on its own with the protection of carnauba wax plus high-bonding polymers. The paint will be well-protected from UV rays, moisture, and dirt. McKee’s 37 Fast Wax creates a very slick finish that reduces surface tension to create a dirt-repellent finish. Dirt and debris literally slide off, keeping your vehicle cleaner.

Use McKee’s 37 Fast Wax as often as desired to enhance and protect the paint finish. It should be used on a clean vehicle. After washing, apply McKee’s 37 Fast Wax to enhance the shine or to reinforce existing wax. Though McKee’s 37 Fast Wax can stand on its own, it makes an incredible “wax extender”. It bonds well to both waxes and paint sealants, and extends the life of existing paint protection.

All McKee’s 37 products are developed and tested in the tropical climate of South Florida. McKee’s 37 Fast Wax is easy to buff out and dries streak-free on all paints, even red and black. Enhanced UVA and UVB absorbers provide outstanding protection from the sun. The VOC compliant formula is environmentally friendly. Fast Wax does not contain any silicones or petroleum distillates, making it 100% safe on XPEL film, 3M clear bras, vinyl wraps, and more!

Save time on detailing but never skimp on shine or protection. Give your vehicle the excellent protection and deep gloss of real carnauba wax with McKee’s 37 Fast Wax.

Directions:

Apply McKee’s 37 Fast Wax by spraying it onto a clean section of paint. Use a folded Gold Plush Jr. to spread the wax over the paint. Flip the towel and buff to a high gloss. Repeat this process until the entire vehicle is waxed. It takes about 10 minutes to wax most vehicles.

16 & 128 oz.
Turbo Car Dryer
Dry your car in 5 minutes or less without scratching it!

McKee’s 37 Turbo Car Dryer is a lightweight, handheld car dryer that is powerful enough to blow water off your vehicle, leaving it with a streak and scratch free finish after every wash! Use the McKee’s 37 Turbo Car Dryer to dry your entire vehicle, or to simply blast water from cracks and crevices, behind emblems, in between body panels, and anywhere else water can hide. McKee’s 37 Turbo Car Dryer features a powerful 6.5 peak horsepower motor that blows filtered air onto your vehicle, making it easier than ever to dry your car while avoiding water spots – even in direct sun!

Modern clear coat finishes are extremely scratch sensitive – that’s a fact. You have to ask yourself this question: does repeatedly rubbing a towel across the paint make it better? What’s the opposite of better? WORSE! You can be as careful as can be, but sooner or later you will create micro scratches and swirl marks by repeatedly rubbing a leather chamois or drying towel across your vehicle’s scratch-sensitive clear coat finish. Cut down your towel usage with the McKee’s 37 Turbo Car Dryer.

McKee’s 37 Turbo Car Dryer was designed by car guys for car guys (and gals!). Forget dealing with annoying water spots caused by water that was hidden behind emblems and between body panels – blow it out with the McKee’s 37 Turbo Car Dryer.

Let’s get to the specs: First and foremost, we weren’t kidding when we said the McKee’s 37 Turbo Car Dryer was designed by car guys for car guys. First, the unit packs a whopping 6.5 peak horsepower motor that draws its power from a 35 foot power cord, eliminating the need for extension cords and helping you avoid electrical shock altogether. Second, the air is filtered, meaning you’ll never blow dirt, sand or leaves into your precious clear coat finish at high velocities. Third, the 6 foot flexible hose features a vinyl-coated nozzle that will not scratch or mar you paint if contact accidentally occurs. Last, but certainly not least, the McKee’s 37 Turbo Car Dryer is proudly made in the USA.

McKee’s 37 Turbo Car Dryer is powerful enough to dry your entire car without taxing your muscles. It only weighs a couple pounds, and the 6 foot hose is long enough to reach the roof of most vehicles. If it doesn’t reach all the way, the powerful 6.5 peak horsepower motor packs enough of a punch to blast the water off, even if it’s held a couple feet from the panel.

You’ll love using the McKee’s 37 Turbo Car Dryer on wheels and tires after you wash your car. Most new vehicles have complex wheel designs where water loves to hide, and we all know there’s nothing more annoying than drips of water running down your tire as you apply a coat of your favorite tire gel. Water cannot hide from the McKee’s 37 Turbo Car Dryer and its 6.5 peak horsepower motor!

1 year warranty.

Made in USA
Xtreme Foam Formula
Formulated for foam guns and foam cannons.

Does more foam create a cleaner vehicle? It does if it comes from McKee’s 37 Xtreme Foam Formula.

This high yield foaming auto shampoo bursts into mounds of suds when introduced to water and agitated. The bubbles work to encapsulate oily residue and dirt even before your mitt touches the paint. This rich foam - combined with our own advanced cleaning agent- leaves your vehicle looking and feeling fantastically clean and bright.

When blasted through a foam gun, McKee’s 37 Xtreme Foam Formula is at its best because it’s the only car shampoo formulated for foam guns. The high soap to water ratio produced by a foam gun allows this intense shampoo to produce FROTHY FOAM unlike any shampoo you’ve used before. The high viscosity of McKee’s 37 Xtreme Foam Formula allows the suds to cling to the vehicle in order to begin grabbing dirt and oil on contact. With the help of a soft, clean sponge or mitt, you’ll achieve an Xtreme clean with this super-sudsing car wash.

A lot of soaps can clean, but they can’t leave the kind of shiny, smooth finish created by McKee’s 37 Xtreme Foam Formula. McKee’s 37 proprietary cleaning agent builds thick, multi-tiered bubbles that work to lift dirt and grime off the surface of the vehicle. Though it contains effective cleaning agents, McKee’s 37 Xtreme Foam Formula is pH-balanced to retain the existing paint protection. McKee’s 37 Xtreme Foam Formula leaves waxes and sealants intact while removing the dirt and debris that hide your vehicle’s shine.

Water softeners in McKee’s 37 Xtreme Foam Formula help offset the effects of hard water so your vehicle dries with fewer water spots. These softening agents also allow the shampoo to achieve its full foaming potential.

**Directions:**

**Foam Gun:** Pour two ounces of Xtreme into the foam gun’s reservoir after filling it with 6-8 ounces of water. Shake well for maximum foam. Set the multi-ratio stem to the maximum foam output, which is the last notch.

Turn the water on and coat the vehicle in foam, one section at a time. You can pre-soak the vehicle and then follow up with your wash mitt or follow along with your mitt as you spray the vehicle. Either method is effective.

Wash from the top of the vehicle down and rinse your mitt often to prevent swirls. Rinse the vehicle often.

Once the vehicle is washed and rinsed, dry it with a Cobra Guzzler Microfiber Waffle Weave Drying Towel to prevent water spots.

**Wash Bucket:** Pour 2-3 ounces of Xtreme into a 5 gallon wash bucket, such as the Pinnacle Complete Wash System. Activate foam with a strong jet of water.

Wash the vehicle as directed above. Rinse and towel dry.

16 & 128 oz.
360 Corrects, Cleans, Seals
Mirror-like gloss after just one step!

360™ by McKee's 37 is a revolutionary new product that combines correction, cleaning, and sealing into one simple step. This all-in-one wonder eliminates the need to use a separate mild swirl remover, paint cleanser, and sealant, yet you achieve the same depth, gloss, and slickness! McKee's 37 360™ is total car care made easier.

Corrects. McKee's 37 360™ does what no mere cleaner wax can do; it removes light swirls and imperfections to leave the paint looking flawless. Ultra fine abrasives - so fine they are not perceptible by sight or touch - gently blend away fine blemishes and visibly smooth the paint. Light spider webbing and water spots vanish. McKee's 37 360™ works like a mild swirl remover but, remarkably, it eliminates the need for a separate cleansing lotion or sealant.

Cleans. McKee's 37 360™ contains cleaning agents to remove oxidation and uncover the glossy, vibrant paint underneath. Any type of paint instantly appears deeper, glossier, with more vivid color. McKee's 37 360™ removes dull films and wax build-up to bring new life to the paint.

Seals. Besides correcting and cleaning the paint, McKee's 37 360™ deposits a glossy, slick layer of durable polymer protection. This is not a one step product that has to be followed up with another sealant for real protection. McKee's 37 360™ is a premium paint sealant that will provide months of paint protection against salt, water, industrial pollution, UV rays, insects, and road grime. McKee's 37 360™ is so effective as a sealant, you'd have a tough time distinguishing its mirror-like finish from other premium non-cleaning paint sealants.

McKee's 37 360™ is an absolute time-saver. Go from washing to drying to McKee's 37 360™ and you're done. This user-friendly product does not require buffing. Polish McKee's 37 360™ until it disappears. It leaves no stubborn haze. Even when applied in the sun, McKee's 37 360™ is a breeze to apply and remove.

McKee's 37 360™ is designed for application with a buffer. Its thick consistency prevents it from being absorbed into foam pads too quickly (This effect is even more impressive when used with CCS Foam Pads by Lake Country, made to keep more product on the pad's surface). Excellent lubrication provides adequate working time to allow the cleaners and abrasives to do their job. Once the abrasives have broken down, McKee's 37 360™ literally disappears as you polish. Not only does McKee's 37 360™ combine three detailing steps, it eliminates buffing to save you even more time!

Directions: Prep the vehicle by washing and drying it. Use McKee's 37 Power Wash and then one of the Cobra Guzzler Waffle Weave Microfiber Drying Towels. We recommend applying McKee's 37 360™ with a Porter Cable 7424XP. For the best results, use the CCS White Polishing/Finishing Foam Pad by Lake Country. Apply a quarter size amount of McKee's 37 360™ onto the pad. With the polisher turned off, spread McKee's 37 360™ over a 2 x 2 sq. ft. section to avoid splatter. Set the maximum speed at 4-5 on the Porter Cable 7424XP. Work McKee's 37 360™ in a back and forth, overlapping motion. Continue to polish even as the product dries. McKee's 37 360™ disappears, leaving nothing on the paint but a clean, glossy shine. There is no need to buff.

16, 32 & 128 oz.
McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go has been reformulated to clean better than ever while it protects the paint with slicker shine-enhancing polymers. McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go removes dirt and grime like a first rate car wash and has the added benefit of a clear, protective coating that enhances any surface.

The beauty of a waterless wash is that it is incredibly fast and you don’t have to deal with a bucket and hose. You can wash your car on your lunch break if you want. It will take you five minutes and your vehicle will look like you spent all morning detailing it. McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go in this ready-to-use formula requires no diluting and application requires only a microfiber towel. You can wash your vehicle any time, anywhere!

McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go lifts contaminants, such as dirt, grease, oil, and bird droppings, off the vehicle’s exterior just like a regular car wash. The high lubricity formula is packed with surface-protecting polymers to prevent scratching. When used with a plush microfiber towel, McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go is a safe, fast, and effective way to regain a just-washed shine.

McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go does more than wash your vehicle – it leaves a clear coating of protection! The polymers bond to the vehicle to enhance cleaned surfaces. The coating is crystal clear and barely perceptible, except you’ll notice a richer finish. Use McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go on paint, glass, plastics, and metal. Use it on the wheels, tires, and exterior rubber trim, too.

There’s no waterless wash as versatile as McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go! Use it inside the vehicle to clean and protect dashboards, door panels, vinyl, and plastics. It dries clear and clean to the touch, and it will not attract dust.

McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go is the perfect solution to washing your vehicle when time is limited or when the weather is not working in your favor. It’s also an excellent product for a professional detailer to use to give a vehicle a final wipe-down before returning it to a customer. The blend of cleaning agents and lubricants will allow you to safely wash your vehicle without water!

Use McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go as often as necessary to maintain a clean vehicle.

Directions:

Simply spray and wipe to clean surfaces. Use a plush microfiber towel, such as the Deluxe Jr. 600 Microfiber Towel to absorb dirt. Flip the towel often.

On lower panels – usually the dirtiest – allow McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go to soak for a few seconds before wiping it off.

On glass, less McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go is needed. Use a clean towel and just one or two sprays of McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go.

16 & 128 oz.
McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go Concentrate gives you the cleaning power and convenience of McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go in a money-saving concentrate. McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go Concentrate is formulated to clean well while it protects the paint with slicker shine-enhancing polymers. McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go removes dirt and grime like a first rate car wash and has the added benefit of a clear, protective coating that enhances any surface.

The beauty of a waterless wash is that it is incredibly fast and you don’t have to deal with a bucket and hose. You can wash your car on your lunch break if you want. It will take you five minutes and your vehicle will look like you spent all morning detailing it.

McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go Concentrate makes over twelve 32 oz. spray bottles of waterless wash (per a 1:10 dilution ratio). Application requires only a microfiber towel. You can wash your vehicle any time, anywhere!

McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go Concentrate lifts contaminants - such as dirt, grease, oil, and bird droppings - off the vehicle’s exterior just like a regular car wash. The high lubricity formula is packed with surface-protecting polymers to prevent scratching. When used with a plush microfiber towel, McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go Concentrate is a safe, fast, and effective way to regain a just-washed shine.

McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go Concentrate does more than wash your vehicle – it leaves a clear coating of protection! The polymers bond to the vehicle to enhance cleaned surfaces. The coating is crystal clear and barely perceptible, except you’ll notice a richer finish. Use McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go Concentrate on paint, glass, plastics, and metal. Use it on the wheels, tires, and exterior rubber trim, too.

There’s no waterless wash as versatile as McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go Concentrate! Use it inside the vehicle to clean and protect dashboards, door panels, vinyl, and plastics. It dries clear and clean to the touch, and it will not attract dust.

McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go Concentrate is the perfect solution to washing your vehicle when time is limited or when the weather is not working in your favor. It’s also an excellent product for a professional detailer to use to give a vehicle a final wipe-down before returning it to a customer. The blend of cleaning agents and lubricants will allow you to safely wash your vehicle without water!

Directions: Dilute 1 part McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go Concentrate with 10 parts water. Pour the mixture into a spray bottle. Spray and wipe to clean surfaces. Use a plush microfiber towel, such as the Deluxe Jr. 600 Microfiber Towel to absorb dirt. Flip the towel often. On lower panels – usually the dirtiest – allow McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go to soak for a few seconds before wiping it off. On glass, less McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go is needed. Use a clean towel and just one or two sprays of McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go Concentrate.

16 & 128 oz.
McKee’s 37 High Gloss Detail Spray is a last touch spray that amplifies the gloss of any wax or sealant with its proprietary blend of carnauba wax, oils, and polymers. Use it after washing or any time to refresh the existing paint protection with more protection, clearer reflections, and incredible gloss!

McKee’s 37 High Gloss Detail Spray reinvigorates existing wax by enriching it with oils. Nourishing oils hydrate the paint for a smoother texture and more vibrant shine, and they lubricate light contamination to prevent scratching. Wipe away light dust, fingerprints, oily smudges, and more safely. Meanwhile, the carnauba, oils, and polymers will restore the just-waxed shine.

Use McKee’s 37 High Gloss Detail Spray on paint, clear coats, glass, chrome, plastics, Plexiglas and fiberglass.

The secret to this quick detailer’s success is the proprietary polymers and their interaction with the carnauba wax. These molecules intertwine to create a clear, reflective coating over the paint that both energizes the existing wax and bonds for increased paint protection.

Use McKee’s 37 High Gloss Detail Spray over waxes and sealants with equal success. The carnauba quick detail spray is compatible with both types of paint protection. Use it after washing or any time to enhance your vehicle’s shine. For the best results, always use a plush microfiber towel.

Create a freshly-waxed gloss with McKee’s 37 High Gloss Detail Spray. This refined combination of carnauba wax, polymers, and oils enhances the shine of existing paint protection with a final touch of gloss.

Directions:

*Mist the vehicle with McKee’s 37 High Gloss Detail Spray one panel at a time. Wipe the detailer over the paint. Flip the towel to a dry side to buff the paint to a high gloss.*

16 & 128 oz.
Jeweling Wax
Enhance your vehicle with a gentle, high gloss polish and genuine carnauba protection!

As detailers, we all want that flawless, show car shine, and now we can have it in less time. **McKee’s 37 Jeweling Wax** is a sophisticated blend of gentle cleaners, micro abrasives and rich carnauba wax. The combination is scintillating on any paint finish. You will see depths and hues in your paint that you never knew existed. It’s your paint finish, amplified.

Vibrant. That comes just short of explaining the kind of shine we’re talking about. What makes the outcome of **McKee’s 37 Jeweling Wax** so special is the simplicity of achieving it. Exceptional blending technology was used to combine a dynamic shine-enhancing finishing polish with the king of all natural waxes. The result is pure magic on any paint color.

A jeweling wax is unlike a finishing wax in the fact that finishing waxes do not contain abrasives. They may contain cleaners, like this one, but primarily they serve as pure protection for the paint.

Some detailers regard a finishing polish as an optional step and you can tell who they are by their vehicles. Don’t believe it. An exceptional wax, such as **McKee’s 37 Jeweling Wax**, is essential to achieving the kind of head-turning shine we’re all after.

Try **McKee’s 37 Jeweling Wax** as the finale of your compounding process or, if your paint is already in great shape, use it after washing. Applied with your dual action or rotary polisher; the gentle cleaners blend away minor flaws - like spider webbing, haziness, and overall dullness – to increase depth and clarity. At the same time, a layer of carnauba bonds to the paint surface to further enhance the dynamic shine created by the polish. What can’t be removed with the cleaners and micro abrasives is filled in with carnauba to create a smooth, flawless finish. It’s perfection and protection in one!

McKee’s 37 is dedicated to preserving your vehicle and the environment. **McKee’s 37 Jeweling Wax** is VOC compliant, silicone-free, and clear coat safe.

Apply **McKee’s 37 Jeweling Wax** using a foam finishing pad. You only need approximately a quarter size amount per 2 ft. section. Work the wax in at a speed no greater than 5500 OPM on your DA polisher. When the wax begins to dry or disappear, turn the machine off. Buff off residues with a microfiber towel.

You can follow with more carnauba to increase the shine or call it a day. **McKee’s 37 Jeweling Wax** is so effective; no one will ever know you obtained those results from a one step product.

Your paint will appear vibrant, glossy and silky smooth after an application of **McKee’s 37 Jeweling Wax**. Think of it as a moisturizer for tired, lifeless paint. Bring back its energy and gloss in just one application.

8 & 16 oz.
McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Remover is a fast-acting cleaner that annihilates pesky bug guts before they cause damage to your vehicle’s delicate finish. If you live in a region that’s plagued by the infamous love bug, you’ll be able to remove them as well! McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Remover also works great on tar, road grime and heavy road films. McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Remover is a concentrated formula that can be diluted 1:1 with water.

Not all bug and tar removers are created equal and McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Remover is proof! Formulated using advanced, clear-coat safe surfactants, McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Remover breaks down and dissolves bug guts before they can cause permanent damage. Application is as simple as spraying on and wiping off – no rinsing required! What’s more, McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Remover is safe on paint, glass, chrome and plastic trim.

Surely your best friend’s college roommate, girlfriend’s uncle or co-worker’s wife has shared a remedy for removing bugs that involves some type of engine lubricant or driveway cleaner. Say no! Harsh solvents are best left in the garage for things like removing oil from engine blocks or lubricating squeaky door hinges. These high-octane cleaners cause more damage to your vehicle’s delicate clear coat finish than the bug guts do! McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Remover annihilates bug guts without damaging paint, glass, chrome or plastic.

As soon as an insect says its last words and splats against your front bumper, it immediately begins to break down. As the insect remains break down, enzymes are released that etch your clear coat, causing unsightly damage that cannot be undone. This is especially true for the infamous love bug, a common bug found in the South Eastern United States and throughout Florida. McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Remover neutralizes these enzymes before they can harm your vehicle’s clear coat. As soon as you notice bug guts on your vehicle, immediately remove them with McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Remover.

McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Remover is safe and effective on paint, glass, chrome and plastic trim. McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Remover also works great for removing fresh tar or heavy road films. If you’re washing a heavily soiled vehicle, add a couple ounces of McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Remover to your wash solution to supercharge its cleaning power.

McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Remover can be diluted 1:1 with water to safely remove bug guts without effecting sensitive wax finishes. This makes McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Remover an exceptional value.

Directions: Always ensure surface is cool to the touch. Bug removal on exterior surfaces: Spray Road Kill Bug Remover directly onto surface and allow it to dwell for 30 seconds. Wipe the area clean with a soft microfiber towel. For easy love bug removal, use a McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Scrubber. Road Kill Bug Remover can be diluted 1:1 with water for bug removal on well-maintained vehicles. Tar removal: Dampen a microfiber towel with water. Spray Road Kill Bug Remover directly onto surface and microfiber towel. Firmly hold microfiber towel on surface for 1 minute. Gently wipe clean. Dry surface with a clean, dry microfiber towel. For stubborn road tar, a second application may be necessary. Pre-wash: Add 3-4 ounces directly into wash bucket and wash as you normally would.

16 & 128 oz.
The **McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Scrubber** is one of the best investments you can make in car care. You can safely remove stubborn bug guts, road grime, and tar without scratching your vehicle’s delicate clear coat finish. The **McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Scrubber** is 100% clear coat safe. Use it on paint, wheels, glass, chrome, plastic, and other hard surfaces that are in desperate need of a thorough cleaning.

The **McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Scrubber** is constructed out of unique honey-comb foam, allowing the sponge to effectively remove bugs and grime without scratching your paint. At the first the sponge feels coarse and stiff, making you question the bold claims about it being clear coat safe. After you let the sponge soak in a bucket of soapy water for 3-5 minutes, it softens up considerably, while retaining the bug-scrubbing ability of its honey-comb design.

The honey-comb design of the **McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Scrubber** traps bugs and foreign particles as it removes them from your paint, ensuring the surface doesn’t get scratched. Dirt and grime is easily removed from the sponge, making it reusable hundreds or even thousands of times! The **McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Scrubber** is so effective in its design and construction, you’ll wonder why it doesn’t cost more than $6!

The **McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Scrubber** is easy to use. Simply allow it to soak in a bucket of warm soapy water 5 minutes prior to use, and gently rub the affected area. There is no need to apply pressure! The design of the sponge will do all the work for you. Pair the **McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Scrubber** with **McKee’s 37 Road Kill Bug Remover** for stubborn bug and tar removal. This dynamic duo makes laborious bug and tar removal a thing of the past.

Size - 5” x 3” x 1.5” each
Rinse Free Wash & Wax
Save water. Save money. Save your vehicle!

What one product can do all this? The answer is McKee’s 37 Rinse Free Wash & Wax, a super concentrated formula that cleans, shines, and protects paint. McKee’s 37 Rinse Free Wash & Wax has multiple uses. The concentrated formula can be diluted with water to make two exceptional car care products that blend convenience and performance seamlessly:

Rinseless Wash - McKee’s 37 Rinse Free Wash & Wax is packed with lubricants that wrap around dirt and grit to elevate it just above the paint surface. Specialized polymers grab dirt and trap it within the slippery solution of lubricants and water. As you wipe the wet surface with a microfiber towel, the dirt will stick to the towel, not the paint. Upon drying the surface, it will feel super slick and have an incredible gloss. In fact, McKee’s 37 Rinse Free Wash & Wax offers more surface protection, slickness, and shine than any other quick wash or rinseless wash on the market!

Quick Detailer - This is where the polymers really shine! The proprietary polymers bond to the paint as the lubricants allow dust and dirt to be wiped away scratch-free. The polymers leave a slick, high gloss finish that is a brilliant complement to any existing wax coat. Since McKee’s 37 Rinse Free Wash & Wax is water-based, it’s safer for you and your vehicle. Enjoy the slick shimmer and convenience of a quick detailer with no harmful chemicals!

McKee’s 37 Rinse Free Wash & Wax is ideal for maintaining a clean vehicle when a traditional car wash is impossible or impractical, like during the winter or in water-restricted locations.

McKee’s 37 Rinse Free Wash & Wax contains non-petroleum lubricants that are readily biodegradable and nontoxic. This creates a drastic reduction in VOCs, well below the standards set by the California Air Resources Board and the federal government. No matter what the dilution ratio, McKee’s 37 Rinse Free Wash & Wax is safe for the user and the vehicle. And it replaces many products that are not so safe, like oil-based quick detailers and lubricants. So, you can breathe easier and save a little cash in the process.

Directions: Rinseless Wash - Dilute 1 ounce of super-concentrated McKee’s 37 Rinse Free Wash & Wax in TWO gallons of water. Soak a microfiber towel or sheepskin mitt (any paint-safe wash tool will work) in the mixture and wash the vehicle one section at a time. Re-wet the towel or mitt as needed. Dry each section with a second clean microfiber towel.

Quick Detailer - Add 2 – 3 ounces of McKee’s 37 Rinse Free Wash & Wax to 32 ounces of water. Pour this mixture into a clean spray bottle. Mist the paint surface and wipe with a clean, soft microfiber towel to rejuvenate the shine and remove fingerprints and dust. The remaining mixture can be saved for use at a later time. Shake the bottle well before using the quick detailer again.

If you’re looking for a cleaner that can be sprayed on and wiped off, take a look at McKee’s 37 Waterless Wash On The Go. It requires no dilution and is excellent for quick cleaning when you’re away from home. All you need is a soft microfiber towel to wipe away dust, fingerprints, and fresh bird droppings.

16 & 128 oz.
Fast Compound
Preserve surface gloss while removing noticeable paint defects

Swirl removal doesn’t require large abrasive particles or an aggressive machine. The truth is that a product loaded with correctly milled, smaller abrasives will do the job with less damage to the paint, thereby shaving a couple of steps off your detailing process.

McKee’s 37 Fast Compound is the most aggressive swirl remover in the McKee’s 37 line, yet it’s not a heavy compound. Applied with your dual action or rotary polisher, this swirl remover is designed to correct paint flaws by gradual smoothing - not grinding down - the paint. Typically, compounds leave more problems than you started with and it takes several more steps to restore smoothness and gloss. McKee’s 37 Fast Compound takes a less invasive approach to preserve the paint while it corrects the finish.

First, do no harm. McKee’s 37 Fast Compound works on the principle of doing only what’s required to restore the damaged paint. Precisely milled abrasives – and a lot of them – blend away moderate to severe blemishes without removing significant layers of clear coat. Since clear coats are extremely thin, these Concentrated Micro Abrasives preserve as much of the paint as possible while removing only the defect.

Lose the swirls, keep the gloss. Even though McKee’s 37 Fast Compound is less abrasive than a traditional compound, it removes the same imperfections: moderate to severe swirls, moderate scratches, oxidation, water spots, and overspray. The abrasives gradually diminish as they work, giving you a built-in finishing polish. The paint will experience little or no loss of surface gloss. In most cases, you will not need to use a separate finishing polish.

Keep it real. There are some scratches that can only be removed by a professional. If the scratch extends all the way to the color coat, removing the scratch requires removing the entire clear coat surrounding the scratch. Unless you intend to repaint the vehicle, this is an impractical solution for at-home detailers. McKee’s 37 Fast Compound is formulated to remove blemishes without jeopardizing the paint system. It’s a real world approach to at-home paint care.

McKee’s 37 is dedicated to preserving your vehicle and the environment. McKee’s 37 Fast Compound is VOC compliant, body shop safe, silicone-free, and clear coat safe.

Apply McKee’s 37 Fast Compound with a light cutting pad on your dual action polisher. Set the maximum speed to 5000 or 5500 OPM. For the easiest application, mist the pad with McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Conditioner before applying the swirl remover. Pour several dime-sized drops of the product onto the pad and spread it onto a section of paint. Turn the polisher on and work the swirl remover into the paint until it begins to turn clear. McKee’s 37 Fast Compound contains no fillers so you can see the results of your work. Buff with a microfiber towel.

Paint flaws are only skin-deep. Remove moderate imperfections without removing surface gloss with McKee’s 37 Fast Compound.

8 & 16 oz.
McKee’s 37 has good news for anyone who wants to correct paint defects at home: You can. **McKee’s 37 Fast Polish** corrects a wide array of paint imperfections without consulting a professional. All you need is a dual action polisher to bring your paint back to showroom perfection.

This mild product is designed to address the most common paint flaws without compromising the clear coat. That includes overspray, light to moderate swirls and scratches, mild oxidation, and water spots. Erase months or years of damage in one afternoon with **McKee’s 37 Fast Polish**.

**McKee’s 37 Fast Polish** is a blend of mild abrasives and lubricating oils that remove light to moderate imperfections on aging paint finishes. If your vehicle is not new but has no severe paint damage, this is the swirl remover for you. This product presses rewind on your current paint finish, taking it back to its showroom-new shine.

**McKee’s 37 Fast Polish** contains Concentrated Micro-Abrasives, which are smaller than the industry average for a swirl removing compound. The smaller abrasives break down into an ultra fine finishing polish as you work them into the paint with your dual action or rotary polisher.

The number and size of these proprietary abrasives enable them to effectively erase surface defects without marring the paint. The abrasives diminish as you polish so the swirl remover in effect becomes a finishing polish. **McKee’s 37 Fast Polish** leaves the paint silky smooth in one step!

McKee’s 37 is dedicated to preserving your vehicle and the environment. **McKee’s 37 Fast Polish** is VOC compliant, body shop safe, silicone-free, and clear coat safe.

Apply McKee’s 37 Fast Polish with a white polishing pad on your dual action polisher. Pour several dime-sized drops of polish onto the pad and set the polisher at a maximum speed of 5000 OPM. Work the polish in until it starts to turn clear. Turn the polisher off the buff the paint with a microfiber towel. McKee’s 37 Fast Polish has no fillers so you can see the real results of your work immediately. Follow up with your favorite McKee’s 37 wax or with McKee’s 37 Jeweling Wax.

Take the guess work out of detail work with McKee’s 37. **McKee’s 37 Fast Polish** works with the motion of your dual action polisher to erase paint imperfections without marring.

8 & 16 oz.
McKee’s 37 Glass Coating is a super-hydrophobic nano-glass ceramic coating that creates an extremely hard, crystal-clear barrier of protection on exterior glass surfaces. Treated glass surfaces will be impenetrable to environmental contaminants while exhibiting super hydrophobic properties; water will bead up and roll off while snow and ice will be effortless to remove. A single application lasts up to one year!

Nobody likes cleaning glass and neither do we, which is why we’ve come out with McKee’s 37 Glass Coating – a super hydrophobic coating that repels airborne contaminants, water, rain, dirt and oil, keeping your windshield cleaner in between regular washes.

If you’re as particular about your glass as we are (Bob especially!) then McKee’s 37 Glass Coating is for you. This super hydrophobic coating was developed and tested in South Florida, one of the most rainfall ridden parts of the country. Trust us when we say that McKee’s 37 Glass Coating is one of the best investments you can make in car care!

McKee’s 37 Glass Coating goes on crystal clear and stays that way – no excessive rubbing or buffing required. Application is as simple as spraying the coating directly onto the surface and evenly distributing it with a foam applicator. That’s it! The coating self-levels so there is no heavy rubbing or buffing required. A single application of McKee’s 37 Glass Coating will last up to one year!

McKee’s 37 Glass Coating is comprised of nano-glass ceramic particles that fill in the microscopic pits, pores and craters on your vehicle’s glass, making the surface perfectly smooth. This prevents dirt, water, oil, snow, sleet and rain from adhering to the glass, keeping it clean while optimizing visibility. McKee’s 37 Glass Coating creates such an immense amount of surface tension that water will bead up and roll off at speeds above 30 mph, rendering your windshield wipers virtually unnecessary!

Directions:

Ensure surface is cool to the touch and out of direct sunlight. Polish the glass first using McKee’s 37 High Performance Glass Restorer. Spray McKee’s 37 Glass Coating directly onto the surface and evenly distribute using a foam applicator. Allow product to set up for 2 minutes then lightly buff with a clean, soft, lint-free microfiber towel. Do not apply any pressure to the towel while performing this step.

4 oz.
McKee’s 37 Krystal Vision Glass Cleaner is a superior auto glass cleaner. It comes out of the sprayer like water. There’s no foam and there’s absolutely no harsh smell. As you wipe over the glass the film, the smudges and spots start to disappear. McKee’s 37 Krystal Vision Glass Cleaner leaves glass clean and clear.

Try McKee’s 37 Krystal Vision Glass Cleaner for yourself. Spray the windshield. Wipe up and down, then side to side. Fold the towel and continue with a clean side. Right before your eyes, the glass will clear up completely. We’re not talking clear from one angle, smeared from another angle. We’re talking CLEAR, no matter how you look at it.

That’s the magic of McKee’s 37 Krystal Vision Glass Cleaner. It is unlike any glass cleaner you’ve ever used and, for that very reason, it works better than any glass cleaner you’ve ever used. You might be thinking, “What’s in this stuff?” The real question is, “What’s not in it?”

No ammonia, which accounts for the neutral smell. Ammonia is an effective solvent but it destroys window tinting. Most makers of car care products have long ago discontinued the use of ammonia in glass cleaners. Detailer’s Pro Series Krystal Vision is safe on all tinted windows.

No alcohol. Alcohol is the key ingredient in many glass cleaners, but the state of California has limited the amount of alcohol that can be present in a glass cleaner. Alcohol is a VOC and therefore, we had to stay away from it when formulating this new glass cleaner.

Instead of alcohol or ammonia, McKee’s 37 Krystal Vision Glass Cleaner contains non-ionic surfactants. These specialized molecules are non-reactive and nontoxic. They encapsulate oil and dirt and suspend it in the water-based emulsion. When you wipe away the wetness, you wipe away the dirt. Amazingly, McKee’s 37 Krystal Vision Glass Cleaner leaves no streaks or residue. The glass is perfectly clear.

McKee’s 37 Krystal Vision Glass Cleaner is formulated with the same cleaning technology used in hospitals and public institutions. It leaves no chemical residue and releases no harmful fumes. This cleaner is VOC compliant. It’s completely safe for you, your vehicle, and the environment.

You can also use McKee’s 37 Krystal Vision Glass Cleaner to clean clear plastic instrument panels, motorcycle windscreens, helmet visors, and chrome. Any surface that typically shows streaks and smudges will have the clear, clean shine you desire.

**Directions:**

Spray glass with McKee’s 37 Krystal Vision Glass Cleaner. Using a clean, folded Microfiber Waffle Weave Glass Towel, wipe in long strokes up and down the glass. Flip the towel and wipe in long side to wide strokes until the glass is clear and streak-free.

16 & 128 oz.
**High Performance Glass Restorer**

More than a glass cleaner, it's a glass restorer!

McKee’s 37 High Performance Glass Restorer is a gentle glass polish that safely restores clarity to windshields and windows. It’s the ultimate solution to water spots and cloudy glass. Use McKee’s 37 High Performance Glass Restorer on auto glass, shower doors, and household doors and windows.

Water spots are created when drops of water evaporates off the surface of your vehicle. All water contains minerals, including iron and calcium, and sometimes salt. Rain water contains all these things plus pollution. When the drop evaporates, these trace elements are left on your vehicle to etch the outline of the drop. They are the reason that water spots are permanent even though water is not. Because the spots are often etched into glass, cleaners cannot remove them.

McKee’s 37 High Performance Glass Restorer removes mild etched water spots from glass and restores perfect clarity. The unsightly cloud of water spots that exists on the windshield out of the wipers’ range can be removed!

McKee’s 37 High Performance Glass Restorer can also be used to remove water spots, sap, bug splatter, and films from chrome and windows. This citrus-based cleaner can safely loosen sticky contaminants so they wipe off easily. Your windshield will be restored to its original clarity.

McKee’s 37 High Performance Glass Restorer works by gently exfoliating the surface of the glass on a microscopic level. It does not scratch the glass. The thick cream safely pulls contaminants out of the glass, removes mineral deposits, and then smoothes out mildly etched glass until it is crystal clear. McKee’s 37 High Performance Glass Restorer safely restores the glass in the same way jewelers rouge polishes precious metals. Your vehicle’s windshield and windows will appear virtually invisible!

To prevent future water spots, clean your windows regularly and, if possible, dry your vehicle after it gets wet. Remember, water from sprinklers or water hoses can cause water spots, too. Carry a microfiber towel in the vehicle to at least dry the glass following a rain storm. A few minutes of preventative maintenance will save you time and effort in the future.

For the damage that has already been done, use McKee’s 37 High Performance Glass Restorer to remove water spots and mild mineral etching and to restore perfect clarity to windshields and windows.

**Directions:** McKee’s 37 High Performance Glass Restorer can be applied by hand or with a polisher. To apply by hand, pour a nickel size amount onto the orange side of the Wolfgang German Polish ‘N Wax Applicator. Rub the product onto the glass in overlapping circular motions. Allow a haze to form. Buff the glass with a microfiber towel. To apply by machine, use a polishing pad on a variable speed polisher. We recommend using a dual action polisher because cutting is not needed to gently polish the glass. Work the polish into the glass at a low speed (no more than 3000 OPM) using minimal pressure. When the polish starts to dry, turn the machine off and lift it off the glass. Use a microfiber towel to wipe away the haze and buff the glass to a shine.

16 & 128 oz.
McKee's 37 Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner is a safe, advanced cleaner for auto carpet, floor mats, and fabric seats. Surfactant technology lifts out stains like grease, oil, and food and leaves carpet and upholstery feeling soft and clean. Use McKee's 37 Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner to keep your cockpit looking clean and feeling comfortable.

McKee's 37 Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner lifts stains out of carpet and fabric using the latest advanced surfactant technology. Surfactants and wetting agents grab the foreign particles and release them from the individual fibers. They are suspended on the surface of the fibers until you wipe them away.

Surfaces will feel clean and soft, never stiff. McKee's 37 Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner will not change the texture or color of the materials.

McKee's 37 Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner is water-based and relies on technologically advanced cleaning agents that are safe on fabric and carpet, and safe for you. It contains no harsh irritating chemicals and is VOC compliant.

Most importantly, McKee's 37 Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner really works. Unlike most carpet cleaners that are soapy and require rinsing, this advanced cleaner will remove the stain without excessive foam or residue. It lifts, suspends, and wipes clean.

Use McKee's 37 Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner on floor mats, door panels, seats, in the trunk, in RVs, boats, and all around the house. It works just as well on furniture and curtains as it does on the carpet.

It's hard to put a price on a carpet cleaner that really works! But you can be certain that McKee's 37 will give you premium results without the premium price. This is one case where you get much more than your pay for!

Directions:

Vacuum the area to be cleaned thoroughly to remove loose dirt.

Spray the area generously and work the cleaner in with a vinyl & upholstery brush or a microfiber applicator pad. Allow the cleaner to penetrate for several seconds.

Blot the area dry with a microfiber towel. Repeat if necessary.

If you used a terry cloth towel or applicator, it may be necessary to vacuum again to remove lint.

McKee's 37 Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner requires no diluting or rinsing.

16 & 128 oz.
Coating Prep Polish
Polishes and preps paint for coatings, waxes and sealants

McKee’s 37 Coating Prep Polish is a non-abrasive chemical polish that deep cleans automotive paint, ridding it of below-surface contaminants that will prevent a coating, paint sealant or wax from properly bonding. Formulated without any silicones, waxes, sealants, polymers or fillers, McKee’s 37 Coating Prep Polish leaves nothing on the surface, making it the ideal polish to use before applying any product that requires a 100% oil and wax free surface.

McKee’s 37 Coating Prep Polish is the only polish specially formulated for application of permanent and semi-permanent paint coatings. By creating a polish that doesn’t have any oils, waxes, silicones, polymers or fillers, you can apply a paint coating immediately after polishing your paint with McKee’s 37 Coating Prep Polish. There is no need to chemically strip the paint using isopropyl alcohol or volatile wax and oil removers.

Paint coatings have quickly become one of the most popular forms of paint protection thanks to their ability to provide years of paint protection. For a paint coating to properly bond to the surface, the paint must be rid of gloss-hindering below-surface contaminants and imbedded dirt. While most polishes will successfully do this, they typically leave a wax, polymer, oil or some type of filler behind, all of which will prevent a coating from properly adhering to the surface. McKee’s 37 Coating Prep Polish removes unwanted contaminants without leaving anything on the surface that will prevent a paint coating from properly bonding.

McKee’s 37 Coating Prep Polish is non-abrasive and safe for all paint systems. Formulated with an advanced blend of chemical cleaners, McKee’s 37 Coating Prep Polish will make light colors appear brighter and dark colors appear wetter. McKee’s 37 Coating Prep Polish will intensify the gloss of your paint by removing below-surface contaminants that hinder the shine. What’s more, McKee’s 37 Coating Prep Polish will remove other topical contaminants including water spots, road film and light surface staining.

McKee’s 37 Coating Prep Polish can be applied by hand or machine. This versatile polish has been tested and proven to be compatible with all paint coatings. Like other products that bear the McKee’s 37 name, Coating Prep Polish is exceptionally easy to apply and remove.

Put an end to mixing up alcohol and spraying volatile cleaners on your paint and prepare it for a coating using McKee’s 37 Coating Prep Polish.

Directions:
Ensure surface is cool to the touch and out of direct sunlight. Hand Application: Apply a dime-sized amount of product directly onto terry cloth or foam pad. Thoroughly work the product into the surface and remove residue with a microfiber towel. Machine Application: Set polisher to a medium speed setting and apply a nickel-sized amount of product with a foam polishing pad. Thoroughly work the product into the surface and remove residue with a microfiber towel.

16 & 128 oz.
McKee’s 37 Total Interior Cleaner is a multi-surface cleaner for interior auto surfaces, like the dashboard, carpets, and leather upholstery. With just one product, you can completely clean your vehicle’s interior, saving you time and money. McKee’s 37 Total Interior Cleaner cleans safely, quickly, and effectively.

Professional detailers select products based on effectiveness and efficiency. They have to be able to achieve the desired results without spending a lot of time on one task. When formulating the interior cleaner for McKee’s 37, we discovered we could combine several cleaners into one by eliminating potentially damaging solvents and replacing them with surfactants. These surfactants work better and are much safer on all interior surfaces so detailers can clean faster and smarter.

McKee’s 37 Total Interior Cleaner is VOC compliant and safe on all the surfaces listed. It removes stains and spills from fabric and cleans body oils out of fine leather seats without drying. Clear plastic will wipe clean without any residue. McKee’s 37 Total Interior Cleaner removes old dressings from plastic and vinyl without depositing any film.

McKee’s 37 Total Interior Cleaner contains no gloss agents so it will not alter the appearance of the cleaned surface. Use it as often as needed virtually anywhere in your vehicle. The only exception is glass.

McKee’s 37 Total Interior Cleaner is water-based and environmentally friendly. It will not dry, discolor or stiffen any interior surface, not even leather. Instead of solvents, McKee’s 37 Total Interior Cleaner uses surfactant technology to lift foreign particles out of carpet and off the dashboard and suspend them until you wipe them away. This action is instantaneous. Just spray and wipe solid surfaces like the dashboard and door panels.

For carpet and upholstery, it may be necessary to agitate the area with an upholstery brush. (Always test fabric for color-fastness in an inconspicuous spot.) McKee’s 37 Total Interior Cleaner requires no rinsing because its water base allows it to dry without altering the texture of carpet, leather, or fabric.

Professional detailers have reported that McKee’s 37 Total Interior Cleaner allows them to completely clean a car’s interior much faster than was previously possible with multiple products. As a result, they are able to clean more vehicles in a day and keep their customers satisfied. The large refill size enables the pros to buy in bulk and save money while increasing their volume of customers.

**Directions:**

*Spray solid surfaces, like the dash and console, with McKee’s 37 Total Interior Cleaner and wipe dry with a microfiber towel.*

*Spray the carpet or upholstery and agitate the surface with a Vinyl & Leather Scrub Brush. Blot dry with a clean towel.*

16 & 128 oz.
**Paint Coating**

Finally – a paint coating that’s easy to apply!

**McKee’s 37 Paint Coating** is a nano-glass ceramic coating that provides paint protection measured in years, not months. Formulated using nano-glass ceramic particles and state-of-the-art cross-linking polymers, **McKee’s 37 Paint Coating** creates a hard-as-nails protective barrier and a glass-like, liquid shine. The self-cleaning effect created by the immense amount of surface tension keeps your paint looking its best in between regular washes. **McKee’s 37 Paint Coating** is exceptionally easy to apply – no lengthy instructions to memorize!

While a conventional car wax or paint sealant wears off after a couple months, **McKee’s 37 Paint Coating** forms a much stronger, harder bond that can withstand the elements to a much greater degree. **McKee’s 37 Paint Coating** is resistant to alkaline cleaners, degreasers and harsh detergents. Removing **McKee’s 37 Paint Coating** without physically abrading it is virtually impossible.

**McKee’s 37 Paint Coating** is comprised of nano-glass ceramic particles and state-of-the-art cross-linking polymers. As soon as these nano-glass ceramic particles make contact with your paint, they begin to fill in light swirls, pits, and pores to make the surface perfectly smooth, preventing dirt, water, oil and anything else from adhering. Vehicles that are coated with **McKee’s 37 Paint Coating** will exhibit a highly-reflective, glass-like shine that will last up to two years!

The durable shell of protection provided by **McKee’s 37 Paint Coating** is harder than factory clear coat, making your paint less susceptible to scratches, wash-induced swirl marks, etchings caused by bird droppings and water spots caused by hard water. Best of all, this high-gloss coating is anti-static.

**McKee’s 37 Paint Coating** provides incredible water sheeting abilities. Thanks to the immense amount of surface tension created by the nano-glass ceramic particles, water will bead up and roll right off the surface, taking dirt and anything else with it. **McKee’s 37 Paint Coating** is guaranteed to keep your vehicle cleaner than any other wax, sealant or coating available.

**McKee’s 37 Paint Coating** is only available in a 4 ounce container, making it an exceptional value in a crowded market where the typical paint coating is packaged in milliliters, or even CCs! A single 4 ounce bottle of **McKee’s 37 Paint Coating** is enough to protect 4-5 full size vehicles!

**Directions:**

*Ensure surface is cool to the touch and out of direct sunlight. Place your hand in a plastic sandwich baggy and feel the paint. If it feels rough or gritty, use McKee’s 37 Universal Detailing Clay. Polish the paint using McKee’s 37 Coating Prep Polish. This step is crucial as it will remove below-surface contaminants and imbedded dirt. Working one panel at a time, spray McKee’s 37 Paint Coating directly onto the paint and evenly distribute using a Lake Country Coating Applicator. Work the coating into the paint until it disappears. 6. If high spots occur, lightly buff with a clean, soft, lint-free microfiber towel.*

4 oz.
McKee’s 37 Carpet Extractor Pre-Treatment makes your hot water extractor work even better! McKee’s 37 Carpet Extractor Pre-Treatment is a non-foaming formula that emulsifies carpet and upholstery stains and then encapsulates soil for easy removal. This non-sticky, pH-balanced formula does not leave a residue on carpet or upholstery. The fast-acting cleaner is completely biodegradable. No dilution is required. Spray it on and stains will disappear!

Use McKee’s 37 Carpet Extractor Pre-Treatment on spots, stains, and high traffic areas prior to cleaning your carpet and upholstery with a hot water carpet extractor or before cleaning by hand with a carpet brush and vacuum. The unique enzyme formula breaks up the worst stains on your vehicle’s carpet and upholstery. McKee’s 37 Carpet Extractor Pre-Treatment is perfect for professional detailers. It’s ready to use, which saves time. The potent cleaner works with the use of a hot water extractor or without. Either way, McKee’s 37 Carpet Extractor Pre-Treatment removes spots and stains you thought would never come out! Your vehicle’s interior will be left looking and feeling clean. McKee’s 37 Carpet Extractor Pre-Treatment leaves no residue and does not change the texture of the material.

Tough stains are no match with McKee’s 37 Carpet Extractor Pre-Treatment. Pre-treating stains makes your favorite carpet cleaning product or hot water carpet extractor work even better!

Directions for use with a carpet extractor:

First, vacuum carpet and upholstery to remove loose dirt and debris. Then spray McKee’s 37 Carpet Extractor Pre-Treatment directly onto the stain. Allow 3-5 minutes for McKee’s 37 Extractor Pre-Treatment to penetrate the fibers while protein enzymes emulsify and encapsulate the stain. Agitate with a carpet brush and then use a hot water extractor to rinse the fibers and extract the soil and the pretreatment. Use overlapping passes to extract all dirt. Heavily soiled areas may require a second treatment.

Directions for use by hand:

First, vacuum carpet and upholstery to remove loose dirt and debris. Then spray McKee’s 37 Extractor Pre-Treatment directly onto the stain. Allow 3-5 minutes for McKee’s 37 Carpet Extractor Pre-Treatment to penetrate the fibers while protein enzymes emulsify and encapsulate the stain. Once the Pre-Treatment enzymes have treated, follow up with an application of McKee’s 37 Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner and then vacuum the area thoroughly. Heavily soiled areas may require a second treatment.

Tough stains are no match with McKee’s 37 Carpet Extractor Pre-Treatment. Pre-treating stains makes your favorite carpet cleaning product or hot water carpet extractor work even better!

16 & 128 oz.
**McKee’s 37 Interior Surface Protectant** is a multi-surface shield for your vehicle’s interior. It maintains the supple, fresh texture of vinyl, leather, plastic, and rubber while blocking out harmful UV rays. Treated surfaces resist fading, drying, and cracking so your interior maintains a fresh new look. **McKee’s 37 Interior Surface Protectant** keeps interior surfaces looking like new for the life of your vehicle.

**McKee’s 37 Interior Surface Protectant** penetrates the surface to create an invisible shield that repels water and dirt so interior surfaces require less cleaning. In the long run, your vehicle’s seats, door panels, and dashboard will resist aging.

In addition to UV blockers, **McKee’s 37 Interior Surface Protectant** contains a mild cleaner to remove surface dust and dirt. In most cases, this may be the only product you need to clean and preserve your interior. However, if your interior surfaces are badly soiled or neglected, use **McKee’s 37 Total Interior Cleaner** to remove severe soil. Follow with **McKee’s 37 Interior Surface Protectant** to maintain the clean appearance.

The finish created by **McKee’s 37 Interior Surface Protectant** is not greasy or shiny. It simply restores the original appearance and texture of the material. Faded dashboards will be restored to their original color and dry hardened leather will be dark and soft again. Because the protectant penetrates below the surface, it will not attract dust and dirt or turn yellow. **McKee’s 37 Interior Surface Protectant** is silicone-free and VOC compliant.

Treat all finished leather, colored plastic, vinyl, and rubber as often as you like without fear of clouding or discoloration. For optimum protection, reapply **McKee’s 37 Interior Surface Protectant** every two to three weeks.

Since **McKee’s 37 Interior Surface Protectant** works on so many surfaces, it is an economical choice for professional detailers and enthusiasts. Just spray and wipe to thoroughly protect your vehicle’s interior from the effects of age and sun exposure.

Do not use on suede.

**Directions:**

*If your interior is badly soiled, use McKee’s 37 Total Interior Cleaner to remove tough spots from the vinyl, plastic, and rubber.*

Spray a microfiber applicator pad with McKee’s 37 Interior Surface Protectant and wipe the dashboard, trim, and door panels.

16 & 128 oz.
**Engine Degreaser**

Get the engine so clean, you’ll want to show it off!

**McKee’s 37 Engine Degreaser** is the ultimate surface safe engine cleaner. It’s a blend of surfactants, sequestering agents, and emollients that immediately loosen and lift greasy buildup from engine surfaces.

**McKee’s 37 Engine Degreaser** is based on remarkable cleaning technology that’s used to clean up oil spills in the ocean because of its ability to break up oil and encapsulate it. This same technology powers through layers of grime on engine components to uncover a factory-new looking engine.

The engine compartment is the last place many drivers clean, but it is important to the beauty and performance of a vehicle. For example, think of how difficult it is to find an oil leak if the entire engine compartment is covered in grease. Many engine problems are just easier to diagnose and repair when the mechanic can locate the problem on a clean engine. And regular cleaning will make regular, do-it-yourself maintenance much less messy.

**McKee’s 37 Engine Degreaser** is not what you’d expect from an engine degreaser. It has no harsh fumes and it is nontoxic, VOC-free, biodegradable, and safe on any hard, non-textile surface. We’ve replaced the butyl, butyl ethers, and acid with safe, nonirritating cleaners. **McKee’s 37 Engine Degreaser** is VOC compliant in all 50 states.

But you do not have to work harder to compensate for a safer product. **McKee’s 37 Engine Degreaser** works better than conventional degreasers. It quickly cuts through grease and allows you rinse it away with minimal agitation.

Use **McKee’s 37 Engine Degreaser** on rubber, plastic, clear coated and painted surfaces. The surface-safe surfactants will safely clean any surface under the hood provided that it is safe to get wet.

*Note: If you have bright polished aluminum under the hood, take care not to leave McKee’s 37 Engine Degreaser on the aluminum for more than a few seconds as it may spot. It is best to remove these before you clean the rest of the engine. Before cleaning your engine, always cover areas that should not get wet.*

After using **McKee’s 37 Engine Degreaser**, your engine bay should be as clean as when you first drove it off the car lot: sparkling metal, clean, black hoses, and wiring connections you can actually see! In this engine, detecting a problem is easier and maintenance is much neater.

16 & 128 oz.
Cleanse-All Exterior Cleaner
Cleans virtually every exterior surface!

The exterior of your vehicle is made up of roughly 5 or more different materials: various plastics, rubber, painted metal and/or fiberglass, and any number of polished, plated, or coated metals. You could buy cleaners for each of these surfaces, or you can buy one bottle of McKee’s 37 Cleanse-All Exterior Cleaner.

This all-purpose cleaner will replace multiple products in your garage.

McKee’s 37 Cleanse-All Exterior Cleaner works as a: bug & tar remover, wheel cleaner, tire cleaner, engine degreaser, convertible top cleaner, vinyl & plastic cleaner & a chrome cleaner.

McKee’s 37 Cleanse-All Exterior Cleaner can be used full strength or diluted to suit your cleaning task. This strong alkaline cleaner is powerful enough to cut through grease on engines and baked-on brake dust on roughcast aluminum wheels. Tar, sap, and bugs will break down in a matter of seconds so you can wipe your paint clean.

The only exterior surfaces that should not be cleaned by McKee’s 37 Cleanse-All Exterior Cleaner are clear surfaces, including plastic lens covers, windows, and the windshield.

A car wash doesn’t always cut it. To get the functional parts of your vehicle completely clean – the engine, the wheels, the wheel wells – you need the aggressive cleaning power of McKee’s 37 Cleanse-All Exterior Cleaner. Gentle agitation allows the cleaner to pull contaminants out of porous or pitted surfaces so they rinse completely clean.

Use McKee’s 37 Cleanse-All Exterior Cleaner instead of a garage full of specialized cleaners. It often works better, costs less, and it certainly takes up less space in the garage!

Directions:

If your vehicle has coated, billet, or anodized wheels, simply dilute McKee’s 37 Cleanse-All Exterior Cleaner 1:1 with water. For all other wheels, tires, and convertible tops, spray the surface with water and then spray it with the cleaner. Agitate the surface with a brush. Rinse surfaces thoroughly with water. Do not allow the cleaner to dry on any surface.

To remove bugs and tar, spray the spot and wait 30 seconds. Wipe off with a clean towel.

Clean engine compartment by spraying cleaner onto a cool engine. Agitate with a brush and rinse thoroughly.

To clean door jambs, chrome, and colored plastic, simply spray and wipe.

16 & 128 oz.
Save time and enjoy the look of dark, detailed trim with **McKee’s 37 Trim Detailer**. This aerosol spray quickly coats trim and tires to provide a low gloss, new-rubber finish. Exterior trim will look dark with a subtle, satin shine to complement any vehicle. **McKee’s 37 Trim Detailer** offers excellent protection to keep trim and tires looking better than new.

It’s easy to put the finishing touch on tires and trim with **McKee’s 37 Trim Detailer**. This is a special polymer spray that bonds to the rubber to offer UV protection and water resistance. The coating lasts through rain showers and even a few car washes. Your vehicle’s dark trim, moldings, and tires will look instantly revived with one to two light coats of **McKee’s 37 Trim Detailer**.

The clear coating enhances rubber without making it look shiny or greasy. We call this satin finish the concours look. It’s what you see at car shows and in showrooms. Best of all, it’s easy to get this look. **McKee’s 37 Trim Detailer** simply sprays on. No need to wipe or buff. The coating dries in a matter of minutes and will not sling from tires.

For detailers, **McKee’s 37 Trim Detailer** saves time and delivers consistent, impressive results. Just spray and walk away!

**Directions:**

*For the best results, clean tires and wheels first with McKee’s 37 Foaming Wheel Cleaner Gel. Use a tire brush to release grime from the rubber. Rinse well and air dry or towel dry. Then, spray on McKee’s 37 Trim Detailer onto each tire and onto exterior trim. Spray in a sweeping motion to avoid pooling or dripping. If desired, you can apply a second coat.*

11 oz.
When you use McKee’s 37 Foaming Wheel Cleaner Gel, you can be confident that it will safely and effectively clean all types of wheels. Its water-based, surface-friendly formula removes brake dust and oily road grime while maintaining the wheel finish by dissolving ferrous iron particles. McKee’s 37 Foaming Wheel Cleaner Gel uncovers the shine of all types of wheels, including factory clear coated wheels, painted, polished, and plated wheels. It works so well that it changes color as it dissolves brake dust!

Wheel cleaners face tough challenges. Brake dust contains an adhesive that is used to make brake pads, and this adhesive makes the tiny metal shavings stick to the wheels. Most wheel cleaners attempt to eat through the brake dust with harmful solvents like Ethylene Glycol Monobutyl Ether. The problem is that these harsh solvents will slowly erode finishes on coated and painted wheels, resulting in a dull, pitted metal surface.

McKee’s 37 Foaming Wheel Cleaner Gel is a VOC compliant and safe on wheels. McKee’s 37 Foaming Wheel Cleaner Gel relies on environmentally friendly advanced surfactants to remove contaminants from the wheel without harming the coating. Overspray from this clear coat safe product is harmless. In fact, McKee’s 37 Foaming Wheel Cleaner Gel can even be used to remove bugs, tar, and sap from your vehicle’s paint.

Though McKee’s 37 Foaming Wheel Cleaner Gel is designed with the safety of you and your vehicle in mind, it is still a powerful wheel cleaner. The advanced surfactants release the baked-on dirt and brake dust that coat your wheels without affecting the wheels’ finish. Your wheels will be left cleaner and shinier than they ever have been, because Foaming Wheel Cleaner Gel removes embedded brake dust particles.

McKee’s 37 Foaming Wheel Cleaner Gel is packaged in a spray bottle to allow easy application on every surface of the wheel, even between spokes and in lug nut holes. Contamination gets into these places; your wheel cleaner should be able to as well! Gentle agitation is all it takes to loosen stubborn grime. Then rinse it away! The thick gel formula ensures this powerful cleaner stays exactly where you spray it.

McKee’s 37 Foaming Wheel Cleaner Gel is safe on all types of wheels; including factory coated, painted, and anodized wheels. The cleaner also works just as well on tires. McKee’s 37 Foaming Wheel Cleaner Gel penetrates the porous rubber to remove contaminants and leave white walls bright and clean. Use it on trim and molding to remove wax stains. There isn’t much this cleaner can’t do!

**Directions:** Spray wheel with water to remove any loose contamination. Spray entire surface with McKee’s 37 Foaming Wheel Cleaner Gel. Agitate the tire with a tire brush. Use the softer Boar’s Hair Wheel Brush on the delicate wheel surface to prevent scratches. Rinse wheel and tire with a strong jet of water. Do not allow the cleaner to dry on the wheel. For best results, towel dry the wheel to prevent water spots. Work on one wheel at a time until you’ve cleaned all four wheels.

16 & 128 oz.
**Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator**

Introducing the world’s best tire cleaner!

McKee's 37 Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator is a heavy-duty cleaner and degreaser that safely removes unwanted browning, silicone-based tire dressings, dirt, and grime from your vehicle’s tires, leaving them squeaky clean and ready for application of McKee's 37 Tire Coating. McKee's 37 Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator deep cleans tires better than any other tire cleaner or all purpose cleaner available, and it will not cause your tires to turn brown.

McKee's 37 Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator is the first component of a two-part tire protection system. This intense cleaner removes all traces of previously applied tire shine sprays, gels, protectants, and browning, leaving your tires 100% clean and ready to be coated with McKee's 37 Tire Coating.

STOP CLEANING YOUR TIRES WITH CAUSTIC ALL PURPOSE CLEANERS! These high-octane, inexpensive cleaners actually do more harm than good. The issue with most all purpose cleaners is that they’re formulated to meet a certain price point, and in order to achieve that inexpensive price point, caustic ingredients are often found in these products. These caustic detergents are harmful to you AND your tires!

You see, tires contain antiozonants, rubber conditioners, and UV absorbers that help keep the tire flexible. The wrong cleaner will actually cause the antiozonants, rubber conditioners, and UV absorbers to leach out of the tire, resulting in browning, discoloration and cracking of the tire. McKee's 37 Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator is non-caustic, non-acidic, and it will not harm your tires!

It's common knowledge among professional detailers and car care enthusiasts that a tire gel or tire shine spray will last considerably longer if the tire is properly cleaned first. By completely removing previously applied dressings and protectants, you have a clean base for the new tire shine to adhere to. This greatly extends the durability and increases the look of your tire shine of choice.

McKee's 37 Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator is safe for use on all tires. We recommend spraying the wheel with water first, just to ensure any unwanted overspray is easy to remove.

McKee's 37 Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator is the first step in prepping your tires for application of McKee's 37 Tire Coating, an acrylic-based resin that forms a flexible, chemical-resistant coating on your tires. If you plan on coating your tires with McKee's 37 Tire Coating, you MUST use McKee's 37 Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator first, or else the coating will not properly adhere.

**Directions:** Ensure surface is cool to the touch. Wet wheels, not tires, prior to application. Spray a liberal amount of McKee's 37 Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator directly onto DRY tire and allow to dwell for 1-2 minutes. Scrub using a stiff-bristled brush; wet bristles often. We recommend using the Low Profile Tire Brush because it’s stiff and easy to hold on to. Thoroughly scrub the tire until all browning is removed. Tires are completely cleaned when white foam is produced as you scrub. Thoroughly rinse wheels and tires, ensuring all traces of the cleaner are removed. Allow tires to dry and then apply McKee’s 37 Tire Coating.

16 & 128 oz.
**Tire Coating**

A tire shine that lasts the long haul!

**McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** is an acrylic-based resin that forms a flexible, chemical-resistant coating on your tires. Engineered to outlast and outperform conventional oil and water-based tire dressings, **McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** will not wash or sling off and will not turn tires brown. A single application of **McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** will provide several months of protection, even in extreme climates. **McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** dries to the touch – it even passes the “white glove” test!

**McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** is the second component of a two-part tire protection system. The first component is McKee’s 37 Tire Cleaner & Rejuvenator – a heavy-duty tire cleaner that preps the tire for application of **McKee’s 37 Tire Coating**. This step must be performed for the tire coating to properly adhere to the tire.

**McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** is unlike any other tire shine spray or gel you’ve ever used. Unlike those products, which tend to only last a week – maybe two if you’re lucky – **McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** forms a much more substantial barrier of protection that is designed to last months. Depending on how often you drive your vehicle, **McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** could potentially last a year or longer!

**McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** does more than make your tires look shiny and glossy – it actually protects them as well. The durable shell of protection created by **McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** seals the rubber, preventing antiozonants and UV absorbers from leaching out of the surface. **McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** helps preserve both the look and the durability of your tires!

**McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** dries to touch seconds after being applied. It will not crack or peel over time. As the coating eventually wears off, simply clean the tires with car wash soap, let them dry, and apply another coat or two! **McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** keeps your tires cleaner in between regular washes. Tires that are coated with **McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** only need to be washed with soap and water.

The amount of gloss provided by **McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** is adjustable to meet your needs. If you prefer a low-gloss natural looking finish, simply apply two coats. If you want more shine, apply 3 or 4 coats. **McKee’s 37 Tire Coating** applies extremely thin – a single bottle is more than enough product for several coats on a couple dozen tires!

**Directions:** **Tires MUST BE CLEANED WITH McKee’s 37 Tire Cleaner & Rejuvenator**. Ensure surface is cool to the touch. Thoroughly clean tires using McKee’s 37 Tire Cleaner & Rejuvenator until all browning and previously applied dressings are removed. The tires are cleaned properly when a white foam is produced as you scrub them. IF YOU NEGLECT TO PERFORM THIS STEP THEN THE COATING WILL NOT PROPERLY ADHERE. Allow the tire to dry completely before applying McKee’s 37 Tire Coating. For best results, apply McKee’s 37 Tire Coating with a soft-bristle brush, like the Carrand Brush & Shine Tire Dressing Applicator. Apply the coating directly onto the bristles and spread over face of tire, evenly distributing the coating. Pay special attention to raised letters, ribs, and grooves. If a glossier finish is desired, wait 30 minutes and apply a 2nd coat.

4 & 16 oz.
McKee’s 37 Gloss Tire Gel is a long-lasting rubber dressing and protectant that gives tires a sleek, subtle shine. The durable polymer formula contains powerful UV blockers and ozone protectants to keep tires, wheels wells, and rubber trim looking like new. McKee’s 37 Gloss Tire Gel can be used on any rubber or vinyl surface!

Tires tell the tale of your vehicle. Tires are the single biggest indicator of how long it has been since your last detail because the tire dressing tends to wear off first. McKee’s 37 Gloss Tire Gel breaks the rule. The ultra durable tire gel bonds to the rubber (or vinyl) to outlast other tire dressings by weeks!

McKee’s 37 Gloss Tire Gel penetrates deep below the surface to hydrate and refresh dull, dry rubber. The gel actually cures to the rubber to create a long-lasting finish that resists sling-off. Because the gel is within the rubber, it does not rinse off in the rain and it even lasts through a wash or two.

McKee’s 37 Gloss Tire Gel is like moisturizer for rubber tires and trim. It improves the look and texture of the rubber, making it look darker and suppler. Advanced UV and ozone protectants block out rubber-aging agents to keep tires looking like new.

Use McKee’s 37 Gloss Tire Gel for the health and longevity of your tires! McKee’s 37 Gloss Tire Gel contains no petroleum distillates and the formula is VOC (volatile organic compound) compliant and water-based.

The finish created by McKee’s 37 Gloss Tire Gel is deep and dark with a natural-looking sheen. Tires will feel dry to the touch, never greasy. Use McKee’s 37 Gloss Tire Gel inside your vehicle, too. The clean-feeling finish protects and enhances interior surfaces, like the dashboard, door panels, console, and vinyl seats.

For the best results, allow McKee’s 37 Gloss Tire Gel to cure to the rubber for 30 minutes before driving or applying another coat. Do not allow the gel to pool around raised letters or around the edge of the wheel. Thin, even coats will prevent sling-off and allow for optimum longevity. If overspray occurs, simply wipe it off. This water-based gel will not affect the clear coat of painted surfaces.

Create a rich shine on your tires to complement the one that you’ve created on your paint. McKee’s 37 Gloss Tire Gel is a shining example of what a tire dressing can be.

16 & 128 oz.
Wheel Glaze
Clean and protect all types of wheels!

McKee’s 37 Wheel Glaze is a cleaner and a polymer sealant that blocks out dirt and brake dust with a shiny protective coating. Cleaning agents remove dirt, brake dust, tar, sap, and bugs while improving fine scratches. McKee’s 37 Wheel Glaze creates an anti-static finish that inhibits brake dust and keeps wheels cleaner.

Brake dust is the single most destructive contaminant that plagues your vehicle’s wheels. It contains carbon and an adhesive used in the manufacture of brake pads. Add red hot metal shavings to the mix and you’ve got a recipe for corrosion.

McKee’s 37 Wheel Glaze removes brake dust residue and reduces the appearance of scratches and pitting by lifting out contamination. McKee’s 37 Wheel Glaze contains no abrasives. Your wheels are safe with McKee’s 37 Wheel Glaze.

Glossy, temperature-resistant polymers bond to the wheel to block out contamination. McKee’s 37 Wheel Glaze blocks out the sun, sand, salt, snow, acid rain, industrial pollution, tar, and – the worst culprit of all – brake dust. The wheel surface will be so slick that brake dust will be unable to stick. Your wheels will remain clean longer, even in adverse conditions. McKee’s 37 Wheel Glaze resists high heat, humidity and extreme cold.

McKee’s 37 products have been researched and tested in humid South Florida. In these hot and often wet conditions, we found that McKee’s 37 Wheel Glaze does not evaporate prematurely or weaken. It continues to keep your wheels clean, shiny, and protected from the threat of corrosion.

Professionals will love the easy on, easy off application of McKee’s 37 Wheel Glaze. Drivers will love how clean their wheels look days after application. This durable wheel protectant can save you the cost of refinishing or replacing your wheels, especially if you have an import that is prone to brake dust. Regular use of McKee’s 37 Wheel Glaze can save your wheels!

Directions:

McKee’s 37 Wheel Glaze should be applied to cool wheels out of direct sunlight. Clean the wheel surface with McKee’s 37 Foaming Wheel Cleaner Gel. Rinse and dry completely. Use a terry cloth or polyfoam applicator to apply Wheel Glaze to wheel surface. Spread a thin, even coat. Allow the glaze to haze over. Buff to a shine with a Cobra Microfiber Towel, turning often to a clean side.

Mist the wheel with water and buff once again for the best results.

Reapply Wheel Glaze weekly to maintain the clean, shiny finish. After the initial application, you will only need to clean your wheels with McKee’s 37 Wheel Glaze.

8 oz.
McKee’s 37 Wheel Coating is a nano-glass ceramic coating that provides your wheels with unparalleled protection against brake dust, dirt, road grime, oil and tar. Formulated using nano-glass ceramic particles, McKee’s 37 Wheel Coating blankets your wheels in a durable, high-gloss protective barrier that resists brake-dust build up, keeping your wheels clean and protected in between regular washes. A single application lasts up to 1 year!

Think about how many times you hit the brake pedal each time you drive your vehicle. When the brake pedal is depressed, friction is created by the brake pads clamping the brake rotor. This friction creates an immense amount of heat and with it comes brake dust. Brake dust is comprised of dust from the pads and metal filings from the rotor. This ferrous mixture eats away at the protective coating on your wheels and will actually pit the metal over time, hindering the shine and luster of the painted, polished or machined finish.

McKee’s 37 Wheel Coating resists the effects of brake dust and keeps your wheels protected. The nano-glass ceramic coating created by McKee’s 37 Wheel Coating can withstand the rigorous abuse that wheels are exposed to every time your vehicle is driven.

McKee’s 37 Wheel Coating will keep your wheels cleaner in between regular washes. The surface tension created by McKee’s 37 Wheel Coating is so immense that brake dust, dirt, grime, oil, and tar will simply rinse off.

Wheel cleaning is not a fun task! Make it easier by applying a coat of McKee’s 37 Wheel Coating to your wheels. You’ll be amazed at how effortlessly brake dust is removed, even on brake-dust ridden German sports sedans. McKee’s 37 Wheel Coating makes laborious wheel cleaning a thing of the past, allowing you to spend more time applying your favorite tire gel or polishing your exhaust tips to a mirror shine.

McKee’s 37 Wheel Coating protects and enhances the appearance of all types of wheels, including clear coated, painted, polished aluminum and chrome. The coating dries crystal clear and only takes seconds to apply. Treated wheels will be protected for up to 1 year!

Aftermarket wheels are expensive. By applying a coat of McKee’s 37 Wheel Coating once a year you ensure they retain the appearance the caught your attention in the first place. McKee’s 37 Wheel Coating is hyper-concentrated so a single 4 ounce bottle will last years!

Directions:

Ensure surface is cool to the touch and out of direct sunlight. Thoroughly clean each wheel first using McKee’s 37 Foaming Wheel Cleaner Gel. Spray McKee’s 37 Wheel Coating directly onto foam applicator and evenly distribute over the wheel. Work the coating into the surface until it disappears. 5. Lightly buff with a clean, soft, lint-free microfiber towel.

4 oz.
Headlight Protectant Spray
Protects headlights and prevents UV-induced fading

McKee’s 37 Headlight Protectant Spray is a polymer sealant that blankets your headlight lenses in a clear, durable film of protection. Advanced cross-linking polymers seal the pores of plastic headlight lenses to prevent degradation caused by UV rays, water, and environmental pollution. Use on clear plastic headlight lenses, vinyl windows, and motorcycle windscreens. Treated surfaces will resist yellowing, fading and discoloration.

McKee’s 37 Headlight Protectant Spray is your best defense against UV-induced fading and discoloration. If you drive a vehicle that was manufactured in the last 30 years, it most likely has headlight lenses that are constructed out of polycarbonate plastic. Polycarbonate plastic, while extremely durable and resilient against abrasion and impact, has poor resistance to UV rays, causing it to yellow and fade overtime, reducing visibility at night. Regular application of McKee’s 37 Headlight Protectant Spray will ensure your plastic headlight lenses retain optical clarity, providing a clear view of the road ahead.

McKee’s 37 Headlight Protectant Spray is quick and easy to apply. Simply mist a small amount directly onto the headlight lens and evenly distribute using a microfiber towel. If any overspray accidentally lands on paint, glass or plastic, it will wipe right off without staining. McKee’s 37 Headlight Protectant Spray is hyper-concentrated so even an 8 ounce bottle will last years.

McKee’s 37 Headlight Protectant Spray is designed for plastic headlight lenses that are free of oxidation and yellowing. If necessary, polish your headlights first using McKee’s 37 All In One Headlight Restoring Polish. This step will restore optical clarity, giving McKee’s 37 Headlight Protectant Spray a clean surface to bond to. If your vehicle’s headlights don’t need polishing, you can go ahead and apply McKee’s 37 Headlight Protectant Spray. Treating new headlights before they fade and discolor can save you a lot of hassle in the long run.

McKee’s 37 Headlight Protectant Spray can also be used on instrument panels, vinyl convertible windows, plastic windscreens, goggles, visors, motorcycle headlamps, fiberglass, Plexiglas, acrylic, and all clear or colored plastics.

Directions:
Ensure surface is clean, cool to the touch and free of oxidation or yellowing. If necessary, polish lenses first using McKee’s 37 All In One Headlight Restoring Polish.

Spray product directly onto surface and evenly distribute using a microfiber towel.

Flip towel over and lightly buff area.

Apply a second coat to ensure even coverage.

8 oz.
If you've been skeptical about one-step products, **McKee's 37 Plex-All™** will change your mind. **McKee's 37 Plex-All™** is a plastic cleaner, polish, and protectant for all clear and colored plastics. This easy-on aerosol plastic cleaner/polish cleans and shines all kinds of plastics in just seconds and keeps them looking their best over the long term.

**McKee's 37 Plex-All™** is a breeze to use and the results are instant and long-lasting. Spray Plex-All™ on all your vehicle's plastic surfaces to see an instant improvement in clarity. Then notice how the treated plastics stay clean and resist collecting dust. That's the anti-static, scratch-resistant protectant in Plex-All™.

Use **McKee's 37 Plex-All™** on: all acrylics, Lexan, Polycarbonates, Plexiglas, Clear plastics, colored plastics, Clear bras, instrument panels, headlights, motorcycle windscreens, wind deflectors and visors.

**McKee's 37 Plex-All™** reduces glare and fogging on motorcycle windscreens and visors! Just spray it on and wipe dry to leave an anti-static, anti-fog, anti-glare, crystal clear coating on all plastics.

**McKee's 37 Plex-All™** contains an intense foaming plastic cleaner, so intense that we couldn't sell this product if it were any stronger. Plex-All™'s foam lifts dirt and oils out of fine scratches on headlight lens covers to make the surface appear clearer and smoother. Micro polishers within the foam smooth fine lines to make the plastic appear clearer and smoother.

The best part is that the treated surfaces will stay clean and protected for weeks. **McKee's 37 Plex-All™** leaves a transparent polymer film that blocks out UV rays, oily road films, bird droppings and bugs. Future cleaning will be easier because the Plex-All™ coating discourages contaminants from sticking to it.

Though **McKee's 37 Plex-All™** is as strong as we could make it, it is still safe enough for frequent, regular use. Plex-All™ meets VOC guidelines in all 50 states.

**McKee's 37 Plex-All™** is excellent preventative maintenance for automotive plastics. Regular use will keep plastic surfaces cleaner longer and guard them against UV degradation. Even marine plastics will stay clean and clear with regular use of **McKee's 37 Plex-All™** Plastic Cleaner, Polish and Protectant.

No professional detailer should be without **McKee's 37 Plex-All™**! The spray and wipe plastic cleaner saves time and customers get cleaner, clearer plastic for weeks to come. And since Plex-All™ works on all plastics, you only need one cost-effective product for a wide variety of applications.

**Directions:**

*Hold the can about 12 inches from the surface and spray a fine mist. Use a Cobra Microfiber Towel to wipe McKee's 37s Plex-All over the surface. Flip the towel and buff the surface dry.*

19 oz. aerosol
Universal Clay Lubricant
Protect your paint as you perfect it with detailing clay lubricant!

McKee’s 37 Universal Clay Lubricant makes detailing clay the safest way to remove embedded contaminants from auto paint. Detailing clay works by pulling contaminants out of the paint. McKee’s 37 Universal Clay Lubricant provides a slippery barrier between the clay and the paint to prevent scratching. With McKee’s 37 Universal Clay Lubricant and Universal Detailing Clay, your vehicle can have mirror-smooth, silky paint!

Detailing clay is the safest, most effective way to remove embedded contaminants from your vehicle’s paint. The only risk associated with claying is the possibility of creating scratches as gritty particles are pulled out of the clear coat, but the risk is eliminated with McKee’s 37 Universal Clay Lubricant.

When detailing clay was first introduced, soapy water was recommended as an adequate lubricant. We now know there are a number of disadvantages, such as the lubricants in the wash may be too diluted by the water to provide any real paint protection. Also, the chemicals used in some car washes may contribute to the deterioration of the clay bar. Using a lubricant specially formulated for detailing clay is the best way to prolong the life of the clay bar and protect your vehicle from scratches.

McKee’s 37 Universal Clay Lubricant provides a super slick surface that allows gritty particles captured by the clay bar to glide just above the surface of the paint. It thoroughly wets the paint surface to enable you to rub the clay bar effortlessly.

This VOC compliant lubricant spray contains no gloss agents so you can see the true results of the clay bar. When you are finished claying an area, use McKee’s 37 Universal Clay Lubricant to remove any clay residue. It can also be used to remove fingerprints and dust in between details.

McKee’s 37 Universal Clay Lubricant is water-based. It will not degrade synthetic or natural clay, and overspray will not affect glass, metal, plastic, or rubber. Use it with McKee’s 37 Universal Detailing Clay to create a smooth, silky finish that is completely clean.

Both the McKee’s 37 Universal Detailing Clay and the McKee’s 37 Universal Clay Lubricant can be mixed and matched with other clays and lubricants without affecting the performance of either. They’re universal!

Directions: On a freshly washed vehicle, mist a 2 ft. x 2 ft. area of paint with McKee’s 37 Universal Clay Lubricant. Gently rub the clay bar back and forth across the wet area only. It will grab initially. This is the clay grabbing contaminants that protrude above the clear coat surface. When the clay glides freely, the surface is clean. Wipe off the area with a clean microfiber towel. Use the clay lubricant to remove any remaining clay residue. Before moving on to the next section, inspect the clay to see if it appears soiled. If so, reshape the clay to reveal a clean side. If you drop the clay on the ground, discard it. To store the clay, moisten it with clay lubricant and seal it in a plastic bag within its plastic case.

16 & 128 oz.
Microfiber Cleaner

Restore microfiber to better than new condition!

**McKee’s 37 Microfiber Cleaner** deep cleans, degreases, and restores microfiber towels and tools better than laundry detergent! This mild detergent releases greasy residues from the microfiber’s woven core to restore its incredible absorbency and dust-attracting magnetic charge. No other detergent powers through grease and stains while protecting microfiber’s unique cleaning characteristics like **McKee’s 37 Microfiber Cleaner**.

Microfiber has special cleaning properties that make it a unique cleaning challenge. First, microfiber has a split weave that forms liquid-trapping compartments. Car care products and dirty residue accumulate within the split weave, where they can be tough to remove. Secondly, microfiber has static cleaning properties that allow it to attract dirt and dust. Use the wrong detergent and your microfiber will lose its magnetic attraction.

**McKee’s 37 Microfiber Cleaner** is formulated specifically to clean microfiber and protect its special characteristics. A special blend of emulsifiers, surfactants, chelating agents and water softeners deep clean microfiber to restore its texture, softness, and absorbency. **McKee’s 37 Microfiber Cleaner** breaks down oily deposits and stains and suspends them until they are flushed out in the rinse cycle. Even the worst oily stains will disappear!

Mild water softeners in **McKee’s 37 Microfiber Cleaner** neutralize hard water to maintain the soft texture of the microfiber. Fabric softeners will eliminate the microfiber’s electric charge, and therefore make it ineffective for dusting. **McKee’s 37 Microfiber Cleaner** preserves this electric charge and maintains the fabric’s softness. Microfiber towels and tools will come out of the dryer feeling even softer than new!

**McKee’s 37 Microfiber Cleaner** Removes: Grease, Wax and polish residue, Protein-based stains (blood, body oils, etc.), Grass stains, Make-up, Food, Oil and rinses clean!

**McKee’s 37 Microfiber Cleaner** is so safe and gentle, you can use it on natural chamois and terry cloth! It will release stains and preserve the material’s natural texture, just as it does for microfiber.

**McKee’s 37 Microfiber Cleaner** rinses completely clean. It leaves no residue of its own. Plus, McKee’s 37 Micro-Cleanser is completely biodegradable.

**McKee’s 37 Microfiber Cleaner** contains no fabric softener or bleach, which reduce microfiber’s effectiveness. McKee’s 37 Micro-Cleanser is the only detergent you need to clean all your microfiber towels, tools, chamois, and terry cloth detailing towels.

**McKee’s 37 Microfiber Cleaner** is highly concentrated! One to two ounces cleans a half load of laundry. Two to three ounces clean a full load. Allow heavily soiled items to soak for several minutes before running the wash cycle. **McKee’s 37 Microfiber Cleaner** is safe to use in high efficiency washers.

If your collection of microfiber is anything like ours, you need **McKee’s 37 Microfiber Cleaner**. This clean-rinsing, concentrated detergent powers out stains and residues to leave microfiber in better shape than before it wash washed!

16 & 128 oz.
Polishing Pad Rejuvenator

One pound of concentrated pad cleaning power!

McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Rejuvenator was created to provide detailers with a fast and effective way to clean pads without soapy residue or foamy degreasers. From the manufacturer of Snappy Clean, this concentrated powder dissolves in water to create the ultimate pad cleaning solution. McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Rejuvenator quickly releases caked-on polish and wax from foam and lambswool pads, allowing you to get more life out of your buffing pads.

Before McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Rejuvenator, detailers commonly wash used pads in dish soap or a degreaser. While these products do remove wax and polish from the pad, they deposit a soapy residue that can reactivate the next time you moisten the pad with a car care product. Even thorough rinsing sometimes cannot remove all the soap. McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Rejuvenator rinses clean!

McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Rejuvenator works as a degreaser to eliminate every trace of residue from the pad. Because McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Rejuvenator breaks up products caked deep within the pores of foam or wool fibers, the pad regains its shape and texture following cleaning. Lambswool pads will remain fluffy and plush. Your polishing pads will last longer and perform better!

You can also clean all your microfiber products with McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Rejuvenator. Just drop your used towels and mitts into a bucket of water and McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Rejuvenator. The yellow detergent contains no fabric softeners or soap that may alter the properties of microfiber. Rinse your tools well and lay them out to dry or tumble-dry on low heat. Microfiber will feel as good as new after a soak in McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Rejuvenator.

One jar of McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Rejuvenator contains 16 applications, making it an outstanding value for professional detailers and avid hobbyists. This 16 & 128 oz. jar will keep you well-stocked with clean pads for a very long time. Keep it on hand while you detail to clean your pads as you use them. When you’re ready to replace the solution, simply pour it out. The cleaner is non-flammable and biodegradable.

Prolong the usability of polishing pads and microfiber products with this clean-rinsing, citrus formula. McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Rejuvenator is the pad cleaning solution.

**Directions:** Dissolve three scoopfuls of McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Rejuvenator in 3 gallons of water. A scoop is included in the jar. Put your used foam and lambswool pads in the bucket and allow them to soak for up to 15 minutes. Use a Foam Conditioning Brush to agitate the pads while they soak. Rinse the pads thoroughly and lay them out to air dry. Use McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Rejuvenator with the Grit Guard Universal Pad Washer. * The cleaning solution can be reused for up to a week. This is great for professional detailers who use pads every day. Keep the bucket covered when not in use.

16 oz.
Polishing Pad Cleaner
An intense cleaner for all your foam and lambswool pads in a convenient spray bottle.

Clean pads produce better results, are less likely to mar, and last longer. There is absolutely no downside to cleaning buffer pads and reusing them! **McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Cleaner** is a penetrating cleaner that releases products from foam and wool polishing pads, and refreshes the texture of the pad. You’ll get more mileage out of your pads and spend less time cleaning them!

**McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Cleaner** is an intense cleaner formulated specifically for foam and wool pads that are laden with car care products. To understand how this cleaner works, you’ve got to take a look deep inside the foam, where products accumulate during the detailing process:

Polishes, swirl removers, and compounds all contain oils that serve as lubricants. They have to – otherwise you’d be polishing with a dry pad! If there’s one thing we know about oils it’s that they’re, well, oily. They leave a residue. Even if you rinse the pad immediately after using it, the oily residue remains because oil repels water and vice versa. To truly clean the pad, you have to use a degreasing cleaner.

**McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Cleaner** contains a strong degreasing agent that breaks up oil and eliminates every last trace of residue. Soap can leave a residue of its own, so there is no soap in this cleaner. The only thing you will find in **McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Cleaner** is CLEAN.

Think of the inside of a foam pad as a series of interlocking rooms. **McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Cleaner** powers through these chambers in a way the water or soapy water can’t accomplish. When it encounters a roadblock, it breaks through, flooding the foam with oil-dissolving cleaner. When you rinse the pad, the cleaner is flushed out of the pores, leaving the pad clean, fresh and rejuvenated.

Wool pads are a unique cleaning challenge, but **McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Cleaner** can handle it. Polishes can stick the wool’s fibers together like glue. McKee’s 37 Pad Cleaner eradicates the oily bond holding the fibers together so the wool bounces back to life once dry.

**McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Cleaner** is ready to use in a convenient spray bottle. Each time you change pads as you polish, mist the used pad thoroughly with **McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Cleaner** and set the pad aside. The cleaner will prevent products from drying out and caking in the pad as you work on your vehicle. Once you’re done detailing, scrub the pre-soaked pads with a foam conditioning brush. Rinse them in running water to completely remove residues. For the best results, clean the pads right away.

**McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Cleaner** can even breathe new life into old pads. Dried, caked products are no match for the intense cleaner. Spray the pad thoroughly and let it soak in for several seconds. Use a Foam Pad Conditioning Brush to agitate the pad. Rinse well. Repeat this process if necessary.

**McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Cleaner** brings foam and lambswool pads back to life with penetrating cleaning agents and degreasers.

16 & 128 oz.
Polishing Pad Conditioner
Protect your paint finish with this conditioning foam and wool pad lubricant.

When machine polishing, you may have noticed that the pad moves more easily and produces better results several minutes into the session. That’s because it takes several minutes for the polish you’re using to work its way into the foam (or wool). Up to that point, you’re dry buffing your paint finish.

Dry buffing refers to polishing with a dry pad, and it’s bad news for your paint. The friction creates fine scratches and dullness that will have to be polished out. Dry buffing increases your polishing time and actually causes your paint unnecessary trauma.

Prevention of dry buffing is as easy as misting an unused pad with McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Conditioner. It only takes a couple of spritzes to prep the pad for polishing. The rich lubricants instantly penetrate the pad, softening and conditioning the material. Even if the pad has never been used, it will glide across the paint like you’re halfway through the detail session.

A pad prepped with McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Conditioner is more receptive to polish because the foam’s pores open up when the conditioner is introduced. Beyond just wetting the foam, the conditioner’s lubricants add extra surface protection during the polishing process. The lubricants will blend with those that are in the polish to provide excellent protection against micro-marring.

McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Conditioner protects the pad itself, as well as the paint. The friction created by dry buffing can tear the foam or cause it to fray. Pre-moistening the foam reduces friction so the pad doesn’t experience any unnecessary roughness. This soft touch is better for the paint, too.

McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Conditioner also comes in handy while you’re polishing. When the pad is saturated with polish or wax but it seems to be drying out, mist the pad with the conditioner. Just one spray will reactivate the polish that is starting to dry inside the pad. Keeping the product moist within the pad also makes clean-up easier.

Most importantly, McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Conditioner does not interfere with the performance of any polish or wax. There are no “active ingredients” in this VOC compliant conditioner. It will not react with any solvents or chemical cleaners found in any polish, and it will not dilute products if used as directed. Just like any lubricant, McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Conditioner will gradually diminish as you polish.

If you need one more reason to use McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Conditioner, you got it. McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Conditioner can be used to remove stubborn films from the paint using a microfiber towel. Some polishes and waxes can leave a film, particularly on black and red paint finishes. One spritz will remove the film and wipe to a streak-free shine.

Get better results from your polisher and get more mileage from your pads with McKee’s 37 Polishing Pad Conditioner. It’s the detailer’s secret to a trouble-free polish.

16 & 128 oz.
McKee’s 37 Power Wash is the car shampoo you’ve been waiting for!

McKee’s 37 Power Wash is a high-foaming, wax-infused shampoo that gently removes dirt and road grime while adding real carnauba wax protection to your vehicle. McKee’s 37 Power Wash is the only high-yield foaming auto shampoo that contains carnauba wax, increasing protection and shine after every wash. The thick, rich foam created by McKee’s 37 Power Wash encapsulates dirt particles, eliminating the chance of wash-induced swirl marks and scratches. McKee’s 37 Power Wash is the auto shampoo that does it all!

McKee’s 37 Power Wash really excels when used in a foam gun or foam cannon. This highly concentrated shampoo creates mounds of thick, frothy foam that explode out of your foam gun, covering your vehicle in what appears to be several inches of snow! The high viscosity of McKee’s 37 Power Wash allows the suds to cling to the vehicle in order to begin grabbing dirt and oil on contact. With the help of a soft, clean sponge or wash mitt, your vehicle will be squeaky clean with this super-sudsing, wax-infused wash.

Not all soaps are created equal, and McKee’s 37 Power Wash is proof. Traditional car wash soaps require 5 ounces of solution per 5 gallon bucket of water. Now GET THIS: Only 2 ounces of McKee’s 37 Power Wash is needed to create several gallons of the thickest, slickest car wash solution you’ve ever used. Not only is McKee’s 37 Power Wash extremely concentrated, it also contains real carnauba wax that increases both shine and protection after every wash.

McKee’s 37 Power Wash is pH-balanced to retain the existing wax protection on your vehicle. A benefit of formulating this high-yield foaming auto shampoo with real carnauba wax is that it actually EXTENDS the life expectancy of your wax or sealant while restoring the shine and slickness after each wash. This pH-balanced foaming auto shampoo is compatible with all waxes, sealants, and paint coatings.

McKee’s 37 Power Wash works for you to help eliminate wash-induced swirl marks and scratches by lubricating the surface with thick, frothy foam and lubricating oils. These lubricants wrap around dirt and suspend it just above the paint surface, where it cannot scratch the paint. The oils nourish the paint to deepen the color and enhance the shine.

Directions: Foam Gun: Pour two ounces of McKee’s 37 Power Wash into the foam gun’s reservoir. Fill with 6-8 ounces of water. Shake well for maximum foam. Set the multi-ratio stem to the maximum foam output, which is the last notch. Note: the Autogeek, Pinnacle and McKee’s 37 Foam Guns all feature a quick connect between the hose nozzle and foam gun’s lid. Filling and shaking the foam gun is easier if you release this quick connect. Turn the water on and coat the vehicle in foam, one section at a time. You can pre-soak the vehicle and then follow up with your wash mitt or follow along with your mitt as you spray the vehicle. Either method is effective. Wash from the top of the vehicle down and rinse your mitt often to prevent swirls. Rinse the vehicle often. Use a Montana Boar’s Hair Car Wash Brush on larger vehicles. Once the vehicle is washed and rinsed, dry it with a Cobra Guzzler Microfiber Waffle Weave Drying Towel to prevent water spots. Wash Bucket: Pour 2-3 ounces of McKee’s 37 Power Wash into a 5 gallon wash bucket, such as the Pinnacle Complete Wash System. Activate foam with a strong jet of water. Wash the vehicle as directed above. Once the vehicle is washed and rinsed, dry it with a Cobra Guzzler Microfiber Waffle Weave Drying Towel to prevent water spots.

16 & 128 oz.
Hi-Intensity All Purpose Cleaner Plus
Cleans everything!

Use McKee’s 37 Hi-Intensity All Purpose Cleaner Plus to clean virtually any automotive surface! Hi-Intensity All Purpose Cleaner Plus cleans vinyl and plastic interior surfaces, carpet and upholstery, tires, engines, leather, clear and colored plastics, and glass. McKee’s 37 Hi-Intensity All Purpose Cleaner Plus can be diluted to tackle any job; one gallon of APC will make up to 11 gallons of ready-to-use all purpose cleaner! McKee’s 37 Hi-Intensity All Purpose Cleaner Plus makes it possible to clean every surface with a single product.

McKee’s 37 Hi-Intensity All Purpose Cleaner Plus provides all the premium characteristics of a high-end all purpose cleaner at a much lower price. Formulated for the detail shop that uses APC like a race car uses gas, Hi-Intensity APC Plus is a versatile, cost-effective all purpose cleaner that you can rely on to clean almost every automotive surface.

McKee’s 37 Hi-Intensity All Purpose Cleaner Plus forgoes harsh chemicals that are harmful to you and the environment and instead relies on smart chemistry. McKee’s 37 Hi-Intensity All Purpose Cleaner Plus is strong enough to remove grease from engine bays, yet gentle enough to clean fine leather upholstery at the proper dilution ratio. McKee’s 37 Hi-Intensity All Purpose Cleaner Plus leaves behind a fresh citrus fragrance inside the vehicle.

McKee’s 37 Hi-Intensity All Purpose Cleaner Plus will not leave surfaces sticky, regardless of the dilution ratio. When a powerful cleaner is needed for engines, tires, and fender wells – dilute 4:1. For light to moderate dirt and grime inside the vehicle, dilute 10:1. Feel free to play chemist in your detail shop and experiment with the dilution ratios! No matter the dilution, McKee’s 37 Hi-Intensity All Purpose Cleaner Plus will not leave a film on the surface.

McKee’s 37 Hi-Intensity All Purpose Cleaner Plus cleans all these surfaces: Floor mats, Engine bays, Dash and door panels, Fender wells, Leather, Clear plastic instrument panels, Vinyl, Carpet and upholstery, Molding and trim and Exhaust tips.

McKee’s 37 Hi-Intensity All Purpose Cleaner Plus is a great value, and it allows you to simplify your detailing process. You’ll save a ton of money because McKee’s 37 Hi-Intensity All Purpose Cleaner Plus replaces an entire shelf of various cleaners and degreasers.

128 oz.
McKee’s 37 Universal Detailing Clay is a special clay compound that safely and quickly removes contaminants that penetrate below the clear coat surface. Detailing clay is the professional detailer’s secret to glassy smooth paint.

Clay works by grabbing foreign particles and pulling them out of the clear coat as you rub the bar across the paint surface. Washing only removes surface contaminants, but your vehicle may still have microscopic particles embedded in the clear coat. These particles are hard to see individually, but together they can cause dull, rough patches that detract from the paint’s appearance. **McKee’s 37 Universal Detailing Clay** will remove these contaminants and restore a glassy smooth finish to your vehicle. Once wax is applied, the paint will feel silky smooth and have a bright, glossy shimmer.

**McKee’s 37 Universal Detailing Clay** removes: Brake dust, Industrial pollution, Rail dust, Tar, Bugs and more.

If contaminants are allowed to remain lodged in your vehicle’s paint, they create tiny openings in the protective clear coat. Over time, air and water can enter these openings and cause widespread oxidation. Claying your vehicle periodically will prevent paint system failure and enhance the performance of your favorite wax by creating an ultra-slick surface.

Detailing clay can also be used to remove stubborn debris from wheels. Wash them first using **McKee’s 37 Foaming Wheel Cleaner Gel**. Spray **McKee’s 37 Universal Clay Lubricant** over wheel surface and clay your wheels just as you would clay the paint.

Since its introduction, detailing clay has been priced according to its limited demand. Now that the use of clay is more widespread, **McKee’s 37 Universal Detailing Clay** can be offered at a price that professional detailers and at-home perfectionists will enjoy. Experience the difference clay makes on your own vehicle with **McKee’s 37 Universal Detailing Clay**.

**Directions:**

*Use McKee’s 37 Universal Detailing Clay on a freshly washed vehicle. Spray area to be clayed with McKee’s 37 Universal Clay Lubricant. Gently rub the clay bar back and forth across the wet surface. Clay will grab initially. Continue moving the bar until it glides freely. Wipe off clay residue. Reshape bar often to reveal clean clay as you work. The secret to preserving and extending the life of the clay material is to spray the clay bar with lubricant prior to storing it in its plastic case.*

4 oz. bar
All In One Headlight Restoring Polish
Restores optical clarity to plastic headlight lenses, increasing nighttime visibility.

McKee’s 37 All In One Headlight Restoring Polish is a one-step cleaner, compound and polish for plastic headlight lenses. Formulated using an advanced blend of micro and diminishing abrasives, McKee’s 37 All In One Headlight Restoring Polish makes multi-step headlight polishing systems obsolete. In one simple step you’ll be able to restore yellowed, dull, faded plastic headlight lenses to like-new condition, increasing nighttime visibility and reducing glare.

Headlights are supposed to shine bright so you have a clear view of the road at night. If you drive a vehicle that was manufactured in the last 30 years, it most likely has headlight lenses that are constructed out of polycarbonate plastic. Polycarbonate plastic, while extremely durable and resilient against abrasion and impact, has poor resistance to UV rays, causing it to yellow and fade overtime, reducing visibility at night. McKee’s 37 All In One Headlight Restoring Polish gently polishes away the dull, faded layer of plastic to restore optical clarity so you can see clearly!

McKee’s 37 All In One Headlight Restoring Polish is comprised of ultra-fine micro and diminishing abrasives that gently polish away imperfections in polycarbonate headlight lenses. By utilizing such an advanced abrasive, there is no need to use a second finer polish to optimize clarity; McKee’s 37 All In One Headlight Restoring Polish cleans, compounds and polishes in one step!

McKee’s 37 All In One Headlight Restoring Polish is the only product you need to restore the headlight lenses on your vehicle. In one simple step it: Cleans by removing the embedded dirt and grime that washing doesn’t. Compounds using micro and diminishing abrasives that quickly and effortlessly remove years of discoloration and yellowing, revealing a clear lens. Polishes with the help of ultra-fine abrasives that further refine the surface, optimizing clarity while increasing vehicle safety. McKee’s 37 All In One Headlight Restoring Polish can be applied with a drill, rotary or dual action polisher. Simply equip your machine with the proper wool or foam cutting pad and within minutes your vehicle’s plastic headlight lenses will look brand new. McKee’s 37 All In One Headlight Restoring Polish is easy to wipe off and its zero-dusting formula ensures your paint and clothing aren’t covered in dust after use.

Directions:
Ensure surface is clean and cool to the touch. Tape off paint surrounding lenses. Apply using a drill or polisher equipped with the proper backing plate and foam or wool cutting pad. Dispense a line of polish around outer edge of pad. Press pad to lens cover and turn on. If you are using a drill or rotary polisher, set speed between 1500 and 1800 RPM. If you are using a dual action polisher, set speed between 5000 and 6000 OPM. Work polish in until it turns clear. Wipe off residue with a microfiber towel. Repeat if necessary. Follow with McKee’s 37 Headlight Protectant Spray to retard UV-induced yellowing and fading.

4 & 8 oz.
Safe Scrub Bug Sponge
Bug and tar removal made easy!

The McKee’s RV Safe Scrub Bug Sponge is one of the best investments you can make in RV care. You can safely remove stubborn bug guts, road grime, and tar without scratching your RV’s delicate clear coat finish. The McKee’s RV Safe Scrub Bug Sponge is 100% clear coat safe. Use it on paint, wheels, glass, chrome, plastic, and other hard surfaces that are in desperate need of a thorough cleaning.

The McKee’s RV Safe Scrub Bug Sponge is constructed out of unique honey-comb foam, allowing the sponge to effectively remove bugs and grime without scratching your paint. At first the sponge feels coarse and stiff, making you question the bold claims about it being clear coat safe. After you let the sponge soak in a bucket of soapy water for 3-5 minutes, it softens up considerably, while retaining the bug-scrubbing ability of its honey-comb design. You can also use it by spraying the panel down with McKee’s RV Bug Remover Lubricant.

The honey-comb design of the McKee’s RV Safe Scrub Bug Sponge traps bugs and foreign particles as it removes them from your paint, ensuring the surface doesn’t get scratched. Dirt and grime is easily removed from the sponge, making it reusable hundreds or even thousands of times! The McKee’s RV Safe Scrub Bug Sponge is so effective in its design and construction, you’ll wonder why it doesn’t cost more than $10!

The McKee’s RV Safe Scrub Bug Sponge is easy to use. Simply allow it to soak in a bucket of warm soapy water 5 minutes prior to use, and gently rub the affected area. There is no need to apply pressure! The design of the sponge will do all the work for you. You can also use it without soap and water by spraying the panel down with McKee’s RV Bug Remover Lubricant. This method is much easier if you’re at an RV park.

Size - 5” x 3” x 3” each
McKee’s RV Heavy-Cut Oxidation Remover is like anti-aging cream for your RV! Your RV’s gel coat and fiberglass surfaces are constantly being bombarded by environmental contaminants, the most destructive being the sun. UV rays cause your RV to become chalky and faded, taking away from the appearance of what is arguably one of the biggest investments you’ll ever make. Remove the oxidation with ease by using McKee’s RV Heavy-Cut Oxidation Remover.

Ultra violet (UV) rays wreak havoc on your RV’s gel coat and fiberglass exterior surfaces. The easiest way to maintain the good looks of your RV is to use the complete line of McKee’s RV products from the day you take ownership of your rig. If you haven’t done that, or you’ve purchased a used RV from a less-enthusiastic detailer, than the finish of your RV could probably use a little TLC. If your RV is dull, faded, and chalky, then you need McKee’s RV Heavy-Cut Oxidation Remover to restore the gloss and color.

Compounding and polishing an RV to remove oxidation is known for being a laborious task that requires a lot of time and effort. That’s not the case with McKee’s RV Heavy-Cut Oxidation Remover. This heavy-cut RV compound removes the type of oxidation and staining that other so-called RV oxidation removers struggle with.

Heavy-Cut Oxidation Remover is the only compound you’ll ever need for your RV! Use it to remove oxidation, scratches, scuffs, stubborn black streaks, etchings caused by bug splatter and bird droppings, and spider web scratches. For best results apply McKee’s RV Heavy-Cut Oxidation Remover with a foam or wool pad on a dual action or rotary polisher.

McKee’s RV Heavy-Cut Oxidation Remover is designed for gel coat and fiberglass surfaces. If your RV has a base coat/clear coat finish, a better choice would be McKee’s RV One-Step Compound, Polish & Wax. After using McKee’s RV Heavy-Cut Oxidation Remover, follow up with McKee’s RV All-In-One Cleaner Wax & Sealant to refine and protect the surface.

16 & 32 oz.
If you have a class B or C motor home, chances are your decals have already begun to fade. If not, they will fade very soon! Restore faded decals and protect new ones with McKee’s RV Vinyl Decal & Graphic Restorer, the first and only product of its type. This polymer-based conditioner is fortified with nourishing oils that penetrate deep into the surface, lifting embedded dirt and road film from the material so the original glossy appearance of the decal is restored. Synthetic polymers rejuvenate the color while creating a water-resistant film of protection that will not wash off.

Dull wheels are easy to polish to a mirror finish and oxidized fiberglass can easily be restored, but what about the dull, faded decals on your RV? Until now you had to live with it. McKee’s RV Vinyl Decal & Graphic Restorer is the solution to a common problem that plagues all RV owners.

The sun’s UV rays take their toll on every surface on your RV, from the roof to the wheels to the vinyl decals. UV rays remove the natural plasticizer oils that help keep vinyl decals flexible, which is what causes them to crack, fade, and discolor over time. McKee’s RV Vinyl Decal & Graphic Restorer replenishes the vinyl graphics by restoring the lost plasticizer oils, resulting in a like-new appearance that lasts months or even years.

Just because your RV is new doesn’t mean you should ignore the vinyl decals and graphics! Right NOW is the time to protect them so they don’t fade. McKee’s RV Vinyl Decal & Graphic Restorer is perfect for both new and old RV’s. Trust us when we say that it will quickly become your favorite RV product.

Application is simple: Clean the surface and then apply a quarter-sized dollop of product onto a microfiber applicator pad. Thoroughly rub the restorer into the surface until the color has been restored. Apply more as needed.

8 & 16 oz.
McKee’s RV Water Spot Remover Gel is a thick cleaner that breaks up and dissolves stubborn water spots and mineral deposits on contact. This non-abrasive gel will not scour or haze delicate surfaces and is safe for use on paint, gel coat, fiberglass, chrome, glass, and any other hard non-porous surface on or in your RV. Using a non-abrasive approach helps preserve the affected surface.

If you had to choose only one product to take with you everywhere you go, McKee’s RV Water Spot Remover Gel would be the obvious choice. Water spots plague all RV owners, especially those at RV parks where the water is often sourced from a well. McKee’s RV Water Spot Remover Gel is the best RV water spot remover – we guarantee it!

Water spots occur because calcium and magnesium stay on the surface after the water evaporates. If left on the surface too long, water spots will etch unsightly rings into the surface that are nearly impossible to remove short of using a heavy cut compound. McKee’s RV Water Spot Remover Gel provides a quick and easy solution so easy to use that water spots can be safely wiped away in a matter of seconds, eliminating the chance of long term damage.

We offer two types of water spot removers – a spray and a gel. The gel is for stubborn water spots, and the advantage lies in its thick formula. Instead of spraying on and wiping off like our other water spot remover, the gel should be rubbed into the surface for 30 seconds and then wiped off with a dampened microfiber towel. Treated surfaces will be clean, shiny, and water spot free!

To make water spots even easier to remove, polish and wax your RV at least twice a year using McKee’s RV All-In-One Cleaner Wax & Sealant. To reinforce the wax coating after using Water Spot Remover Gel, apply a quick coat of Final Step Detail Wax. This will ensure the surface remains glossy and slick, making any type of contamination easy to remove.

8 oz.
**McKee’s RV Bug Remover Lubricant** is a specially formulated spray-on cleaner that softens and aids in the removal of stubborn bug splatter. **Bug Remover Lubricant** provides ample lubrication for our bug cleaning sponge, helping prevent scratching and marring. Special enzymes attack the acidic byproducts of bug splatter, cleansing the surface to prevent long term damage like etching. Use on all exterior surfaces.

As soon as an insect splats against your front bumper, it immediately begins to break down. As the insect remains break down, enzymes are released that etch your clear coat, gel coat or fiberglass RV causing unsightly damage that cannot be undone. This is especially true for the infamous love bug, a common bug found in the South Eastern United States and throughout Florida. Spray **McKee’s RV Bug Remover Lubricant** onto the affected surfaces and wipe them clean with the **McKee’s RV Safe Scrub Bug Sponge**. Removing stubborn bug splatter has never been easier!

We’ve all heard of a special household remedy for removing bugs from your RV. We’ve tested them all through trial and error, and none of them work as well as our **Safe Scrub Bug Sponge** paired with **McKee’s RV Bug Remover Lubricant**. **McKee’s RV Safe Scrub Bug Sponge** uses its honeycomb design to essentially shave off bug splatter, leaving your RV clean and bug free.

Use the Safe Scrub by dunking it into your wash bucket, or better yet, simply spray **McKee’s RV Bug Remover Lubricant** onto the surface and then swipe the sponge over the area until it’s clean.

32 & 128 oz.
Liquid Chrome Metal Polish

Make your aluminum wheels and exhaust tips shine like chrome!

McKee's RV Liquid Chrome Metal Polish is best described as magic in a bottle. McKee's RV is known for making any laborious detailing task quick and easy, and Liquid Chrome Metal Polish is no different. Use it to clean, polish and protect polished aluminum wheels, chrome exhaust tips, stainless steel, gas tanks and any other metal surface on or in your RV. McKee's RV Liquid Chrome Metal Polish creates a shine so bright, you might mistake ordinary metal for chrome!

Benefits of McKee's RV Liquid Chrome Metal Polish:

Safe on chrome, aluminum and stainless steel
Easy to use, no mess application
Contains an anti-corrosive agent that protects polished surfaces
Ammonia-free formula
100% biodegradable and eco-friendly formula

There has to be at least 3 or 4 dozen different metal polishes on the market, and one thing they all have in common is that each one claims to be the best. We've tested them all, and there's no doubt most of them work well. Here's what makes McKee's RV Liquid Chrome Metal Polish different: it's easy to use and it doesn't rely on harsh chemicals like ammonia. What's more, the abrasives found in Liquid Chrome Metal Polish are so fine you can't even feel them. Try not to confuse this magical metal polish with one of your favorite skin lotions!

Another benefit of McKee's RV Liquid Chrome Metal Polish is that it can be used on stainless steel, chrome and aluminum. Why bother with surface-specific metal polishes when McKee's RV Liquid Chrome Metal Polish does it all? Did we forget to mention that it smells great too? Trust us when we say you've never used a metal polish quite like this one.

McKee's RV Liquid Chrome Metal Polish can be applied by hand or machine, with foam or wool pads. Keep polished metals looking great in between washes by cleaning them with McKee's RV Final Step Detail Wax.

Directions:

Shake well.
Ensure surface is cool to the touch.
Apply directly to microfiber or terrycloth applicator pad.
Thoroughly work polish until a brilliant shine is created.
Add more polish as needed.
When desired shine is achieved, buff to a mirror finish using a soft microfiber towel.
Apply with a wool pad on a rotary polisher for severely weathered finishes.

Tip: Apply a coat of McKee's RV Carnauba Sealant Wax to create an even greater shine!

16 oz.
McKee’s RV MPC Multi-Purpose Cleaner is a concentrated cleaner that removes grease and grime from virtually any surface inside or outside your RV. Use it to clean up everything from coffee spills to stubborn bug splatter. MPC is safe to use on leather, vinyl, engine compartments, wheels, tires, engine bays, chrome, stainless steel, fiberglass, and gel coat. This concentrated cleaner dilutes 1:5 for heavy duty cleaning and 1:10 for light duty cleaning.

McKee’s RV MPC is strong enough to remove grease and grime from an engine bay, yet gentle enough to clean delicate leather upholstery. Why bother having a dozen dedicated cleaners and degreasers in your RV when you McKee’s RV MPC reduces the need to ONE? That was the primary goal during the development of McKee’s RV MPC.

McKee’s RV MPC is a concentrated cleaner that can be used full strength or diluted to meet your cleaning needs. Use it to clean the following surfaces:

- Engines
- Rubber roofs
- Wheels (painted, polished, or aluminum)
- Tires
- Leather
- Vinyl
- Carpet
- Bug splatter
- Road tar

McKee’s RV MPC doesn’t contain any caustic ingredients or damaging acids. Instead, MPC is formulated using water-based surfactants and 100% biodegradable degreasers. This enables MPC to clean various materials without leaving a film behind. To put it simply, if it can be cleaned with water then it can be cleaned with McKee’s RV MPC – Multi-Purpose Cleaner.

32 & 128 oz.
Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator
The first step in preserving the performance and appearance of your RV's tires.

McKee’s RV Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator is a heavy-duty cleaner and degreaser that safely removes browning, silicone tire dressings, dirt, oil, and road grime from RV tires. Cleaning the tires on your RV is one of the most important steps in proper RV care because it removes unsightly browning, a common issue that plagues most RVs. Use Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator to clean exterior plastic trim before applying a protectant. The acid-free formula is safe for you and the environment.

Keeping your RV’s tires healthy doesn’t have to be a laborious, ongoing task. Proper RV tire care is simple, and it starts with McKee’s RV Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator.

Not all tire cleaners are created equal, and McKee’s RV Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator is proof. First and foremost, stop cleaning your RV’s tires with caustic all purpose cleaners! These high-octane, inexpensive cleaners actually do more harm than good. The cleaners are formulated to meet a certain price point, and in order to achieve that inexpensive price point, caustic ingredients are often found in these products. Worst of all, these caustic detergents are harmful to you AND your tires!

The tires found on your RV contain antiozonants, rubber conditioners, and UV absorbers that help keep the tires flexible. The wrong cleaner will actually cause the antiozonants, rubber conditioners, and UV absorbers to leach out of the tire, resulting in browning, discoloration and cracking of the tire. McKee’s RV Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator is non-caustic, non-acidic, and it will not harm your tires!

McKee’s RV Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator removes unsightly browning without drying out you RV’s tires. Simply spray on and allow to dwell for a couple minutes, then scrub with our long handle tire brush. Rinse the tire thoroughly and you’re finished! Protect the tire by applying a thin coat of McKee’s RV UV50 Tire Clean & Protect. This step is arguably the most important because it replenishes any lost rubber conditioners the tire may have lost from normal wear and tear.

32 & 128 oz.
Consider McKee’s RV Repel Glass Cleaner a prescription for those that struggle with cleaning glass – if you’ve read this far then you’re one of those people! Relax, because the age-old issue of clean, streak-free glass has come to an end thanks to McKee’s RV Repel Glass Cleaner. Use it to clean windshields, interior windows, bathroom mirrors and any other glass surface on or in your RV. The alcohol and ammonia-free formula is 100% tint safe.

Repel was an appropriate name for our glass cleaner because the built-in water repellent keeps treated surfaces cleaner in between washes. Water will bead up and roll off your windshield, taking bugs and road film with it. The repellent creates an anti-static and anti-haze coating on interior windows and mirrors, which makes them a breeze to keep clean. Oh, and it’s 100% tint safe.

McKee’s RV Repel Glass Cleaner can even be used to clean television screens and microwaves. The powerful formula lifts greasy fingerprints, dust and dirt without streaking or hazing the surface. With a few swipes of your glass towel treated surfaces will be left clean and streak-free.

By now you understand that McKee’s RV Repel Glass Cleaner has a multitude of different uses. Here’s Bob’s favorite: keeping windshield wipers clean improves performance and extends the life of the blades. Spray a little bit of Repel Glass Cleaner directly onto a microfiber towel and gently run the length of the blade between your thumb and index finger. You’ll be surprised just how much dirt and grime has built up on your windshield wiper blades.

32 & 128 oz.
UV50 Tire Clean & Protect
Removes browning and dresses to perfection in one step.

McKee’s RV UV50 is an all-in-one cleaner and protectant for your RV’s tires. This silicone-free, water-based formula contains a gentle blend of cleaners that remove browning caused by exposure to ultraviolet rays. The thick, gel-like formula conditions rubber while imparting a low-gloss sheen that lasts weeks. McKee’s RV UV50 Tire Clean & Protect actually helps tires maintain their flexibility while providing UV protection.

The tires on your RV cost upwards of $1,000 a piece. You don’t have to be a mathematician to run the numbers – considering your RV has at least 6 tires, that’s several thousand dollars. You’ve probably wondered if you need to clean or protect them with anything, the answer is YES!

McKee’s RV UV50 Tire Clean & Protect removes the browning on your RV’s tires, which is caused by a phenomenon known as blooming. The pasty brown film that develops on your RV’s tires over time creates an unsightly eyesore. Worst of all, if you neglect to clean and protect your RV’s tires using the appropriate product, the sidewalls will dry out and crack, creating a safety hazard. McKee’s RV UV50 is the solution.

UV50 is the first and only product of its type. First, it removes unsightly browning, dirt, and road film from your tires. Second, it hydrates the tires with nourishing rubber conditioners that help prevent long-term cracking. Third, it shields the rubber with a durable UV inhibitor that protects against browning. Last but not least, it’s a water-based formula so you can feel confident knowing it’s not going to sling off or stain your driveway.

Using McKee’s RV UV50 Tire Clean & Protect is simple. If the tires are brown, massage it into the surface using a terrycloth or microfiber applicator pad. If the tires are not brown, apply a thin coat using a foam tire swipe. There’s no need to remove any excess product because it will absorb into the rubber. If the tires are filthy and grimy, it’s best to give them a thorough scrubbing with McKee’s RV Tire & Rubber Rejuvenator first.

32 & 128 oz.
McKee’s RV One-Step Compound, Polish & Wax is the perfect one-step solution for removing moderate to heavy oxidation to restore the gloss and color of your RV. A blend of real carnauba wax and synthetic polymers provide long lasting protection against UV rays and airborne pollutants. This zero-dusting formula is incredibly easy to apply by hand or machine. One-Step Compound, Polish & Wax can be used to restore the gloss and color on gel coat, fiberglass, and painted surfaces.

Not everyone has the time or the desire to perform a traditional 3-step compound, polish, and wax to restore the gloss and color of their RV. Advancements in surface care enhancement technology have made 3-step processes like the one described above unnecessary in many cases. McKee’s RV One-Step Compound, Polish & Wax replaces the need for a separate compound, polish, and wax. It does it all saving you time and money!

Forget everything you know about other so-called one-step polishes and compounds because McKee’s RV One-Step Compound, Polish & Wax is a game changer. Formulated using an advanced blend of diminishing abrasives, chemical cleaners and a durable synthetic wax, McKee’s RV One-Step Compound, Polish & Wax is a time-saving solution to a task that used to take multiple steps over the course of several days.

The secret to the immense cutting and finishing abilities of One-Step Compound, Polish & Wax lies in its abrasive technology. Featuring diminishing abrasive technology, the abrasives found in One-Step Compound, Polish & Wax start out large and progressively get smaller as you polish the surface. Simply put, this amazing one-step polish cuts like a compound and finishes like a polish, providing the best of both worlds. Its built-in synthetic wax provides protection that lasts the long haul.

McKee’s RV One-Step Compound, Polish & Wax coats your RV with a durable shell of synthetic wax that provides months of protection against the elements of nature. Bug splatter, black streaks, road film, dirt, and oil will wash off with ease. The only thing that sticks is the shine!

16, 32 & 128 oz.
McKee’s RV Aluminum & Metal Restoring Spray is a powerful cleaner that removes oxidation, staining, and built-up dirt and grime with no agitation required! McKee’s RV Aluminum & Metal Restoring Spray is a true spray-on, rinse-off wheel cleaner and restorer. Use McKee’s RV Aluminum & Metal Restoring Spray on all highly polished, uncoated aluminum wheels, diamond plate tool boxes, gas tanks, and more!

The two types of wheels found most frequently on RVs are polished aluminum and coated, with polished aluminum being the most common. Polished aluminum wheels do not have any type of coating on them, making them more susceptible to oxidize over time. As a matter of fact, there’s really no way to avoid it. Unless you have the expensive option of coated wheels, the polished aluminum wheels on your RV going to become dull and faded eventually. Restore the shine in one simple step with McKee’s RV Aluminum & Metal Restoring Spray.

McKee’s RV Aluminum & Metal Restoring Spray begins removing oxidation and embedded dirt on contact. As soon as you spray it on the powerful formula starts to dissolve the oxidized aluminum, allowing it to be safely rinsed away. After you let it penetrate for a few minutes, just rinse it off! Your wheels will be left clean and gleaming with a mirror finish. Your wheels will look so great your neighbor might think you upgraded to chrome wheels!

Underneath the oxidation and staining on any polished aluminum material lies a healthy surface with the potential to shine like chrome. In the past you had to spend hours upon hours meticulously polishing away the oxidized material using a messy metal polish. While this is a safe and effective approach, it takes forever! McKee’s RV Aluminum & Metal Restoring Spray removes the oxidation and staining in seconds!

McKee’s RV Aluminum & Metal Restoring Spray was designed specifically for highly polished aluminum surfaces. Use McKee’s RV MPC – Multi-Purpose Cleaner to clean coated wheels.

32 & 128 oz.
McKee's RV Wash & Wax RV Shampoo is a thick, high-sudsing wash that removes dirt, grime, bugs, oil, black streaks, and other common contaminants that plague your RV from life out on the open road. Unlike harsh, alkaline-based detergents (they're everywhere!), Wash & Wax RV Shampoo is a pH-balanced, environmentally-friendly formula that relies on smart chemistry rather than inexpensive butyl ethers and high octane cleaners. McKee's RV Wash & Wax RV Shampoo cleans and shines your RV without spotting or streaking.

Not all RV soaps are created equal – McKee's RV Wash & Wax RV Shampoo is proof. There are dozens upon dozens of RV soaps available, but the common trait they all share is harsh, alkaline-based cleaners that strip your wax coating, leaving your RV bare and unprotected. That's not the case with Wash & Wax RV Shampoo. Our unique, high-foaming formula is pH-balanced and 100% biodegradable. Not only does it preserve your existing wax coating, it reinforces it with real carnauba wax protection!

McKee's RV Wash & Wax RV Shampoo is the most concentrated RV wash on the market – period! Instead of diluting 1 ounce of concentrate per gallon of water (the industry standard), 1 ounce of our hyper-concentrated formula creates 3-4 gallons of thick, luxurious shampoo. This helps make Wash & Wax RV Shampoo the best value available.

RVs have a much larger footprint than a car or truck, making it nearly impossible to wash them in a shaded area. That's not an issue for McKee's RV Wash & Wax RV Shampoo, because it was formulated from the start to be 100% sunlight friendly. Streaks, cloudiness, and water spots are not a concern with McKee's RV Wash & Wax RV Shampoo. Go ahead and use it to wash your RV in the sun – we dare you!

McKee's RV Wash & Wax RV Shampoo rinses clean without leaving a film on glass, paint, chrome, or plastic surfaces. Regularly washing your RV with Wash & Wax RV Shampoo will ensure it remains shiny and protected. Our wash formula contains real carnauba wax and UV inhibitors, blocking destructive environmental contaminants from wreaking havoc on your RV's exterior surfaces.

32 & 128 oz.
**Black Streak Remover**

Voted the best RV black streak remover!

**McKee’s RV Black Streak Remover** is a non-abrasive chemical cleaner that is formulated to quickly and effortlessly remove black streaks from fiberglass, gel coat, painted and metal surfaces. This powerful cleaner begins dissolving black streaks on contact, removing the unsightly stains they leave on your RV’s exterior surfaces. **McKee’s RV Black Streak Remover** requires very little, if any, rubbing. Simply spray on and rinse off – it's that easy!

Black streaks are an issue that plagues all RV owners, and they’re something you cannot avoid. Fortunately black streaks are easy to remove with the right product – **McKee’s RV Black Streak Remover**. The chemists at **McKee’s RV** managed to formulate a powerful cleaner that requires very little, if any, rubbing. Thanks to a formula that doesn’t rely on harsh acids and high-octane cleaners, **McKee’s RV Black Streak Remover** will leave your existing wax coating intact.

Black streaks are the result of staining from the runoff of dirt, grime, mildew, and other environmental contaminants from the roof of your RV. These contaminants collect on the roof, decay over time, and rip own the sides of your RV with each rain shower. Unless you clean your RV’s roof on a weekly basis (who has time to do that?) black streaks are something you have to learn to deal with. **McKee’s RV Black Streak Remover** provides an easy solution for removing these unsightly streaks.

**McKee’s RV Black Streak Remover** is easy to use! To avoid streaks, spray from the BOTTOM to the top. Allow the cleaner to dwell for 30 seconds and then rinse off. Stubborn black streaks will require a second application along with light agitation with a brush.

Now that you’ve accepted the fact that black streaks are part of owning an RV, here are a couple tips to make them even easier to remove:

Regularly clean your rubber roof with **McKee’s RV MPC – Multi-Purpose Cleaner**.

Keep your RV polished and waxed. Black streaks will not penetrate the wax coating, and can easily be removed using **McKee’s RV Final Step Detail Wax**. Only the most stubborn black streaks will require **McKee’s RV Black Streak Remover**.

32 & 128 oz.
Diesel Exhaust & Gas Stain Remover
The easiest way to remove stubborn stains on exterior panels

McKee’s RV Diesel Exhaust & Gas Stain Remover is a non-abrasive chemical cleaner that gently removes topical stains caused by diesel exhaust and accidental gas spillage from paint, gel coat, and chrome. When left untouched, the black stains created by diesel exhaust will permanently damage your RV. This thick, lotion-like polish removes stubborn stains with minimal effort and restores the glossy, smooth appearance. Keep a bottle in your RV!

We’ve all done it – left the gas pump unattended to run inside to grab a snack or soda, only to come back and discover fuel spilled all over the side of your RV. The issue is that once the fuel dwells on the surface for too long, it can leave a permanent mark that cannot be removed. McKee’s RV Diesel Exhaust & Gas Stain Remover is formulated with special cleaners that gently remove the gas stain and residue without damaging the surface. It penetrates deep into the pores of your RV’s gel coat, fiberglass, or painted finish, ensuring all gas residue has been completely removed.

The exhaust system on your RV functions to guide reaction exhaust away from a controlled combustion inside the engine and includes one or more exhaust pipes. Unburned oil and gas causes a build up of black soot on the surrounding panels where the exhaust pipe exits the chassis. This residue can be extremely difficult to remove, especially when ignored for weeks or months. McKee’s RV Diesel Exhaust & Gas Stain Remover makes it possible to remove stubborn stains with minimal effort.

McKee’s RV Diesel Exhaust & Gas Stain Remover is a breeze to use. Simply apply a quarter-sized dollop of polish directly onto a terrycloth or microfiber applicator pad and rub the affected area until the stain has been removed. Stubborn stains may require a second application. Once you successfully remove the stain, apply a coat of McKee’s RV Carnauba Sealant Wax to lock in the shine and protect the surface.

16 & 32 oz.
Waterless Wheel Wash & Polish
The no-mess way of cleaning and polishing your wheels.

McKee’s RV Waterless Wheel Wash & Polish is preventative maintenance for keeping your RV’s expensive aluminum wheels clean, shiny, and free of oxidation. Use it to clean and polish all types of RV wheels including aluminum, painted, clear coated, and polished. Micro polishing agents gently remove stubborn surface oxidation, road grime, and brake dust while encapsulating polymers provide ample lubrication to ensure the wheel surface is not scratched as you clean.

Wheels are usually the first part of your RV to feel the affects of environmental pollutants. They’re close to the ground, and the rotating action causes oily road film, dirt and grime to land inside the barrel, wreaking havoc on the beautiful polished finish that you admired so much when you purchased your RV. McKee’s RV Waterless Wheel Wash & Polish is the solution.

Why wash your entire RV when only the wheels are covered in a thick layer of brake dust and road grime? That’s what Bob McKee, the owner of McKee’s RV, was thinking when he presented the idea of a waterless wheel wash to his team of chemists. After a session of brainstorming, the proposition of including micro-polishing agents elevated the project from a good idea to a great new product!

With a spray and wipe McKee’s RV Waterless Wheel Wash & Polish will clean and polish your wheels, leaving them looking as good - if not better - than the day your RV was new. Rest assured this innovative formula doesn’t rely on acids or other high-octane cleaners. As a matter of fact, McKee’s RV Waterless Wheel Wash & Polish is water-based and 100% biodegradable.

Directions:
Ensure wheels are cool to the touch before cleaning.
Spray a liberal amount of product directly onto wheel.
Wipe clean using a soft microfiber towel.
Flip towel to a dry side and buff to a mirror finish.
32 & 128 oz.
McKee’s RV Water Spot Remover is a non-abrasive, spray-on chemical cleaner dissolves water spot causing mineral deposits. This unique formula safely removes topical water spots without the need to use caustic acids or abrasive compounds. McKee’s RV Water Spot Remover is safe for all hard exterior surfaces including wheels, glass, chrome, paint, gel coat and fiberglass. It also works great for removing hard water stains from indoor showers. The Spray on and wipe off formula is easy enough that anyone can do it.

If you had to choose only one product to take with you everywhere you go, McKee’s RV Water Spot Remover would be the obvious choice. Water spots plague all RV owners, especially those at RV parks where the water is often sourced from a well. McKee’s RV Water Spot Remover is the best RV water spot remover – we guarantee it!

Water spots occur because calcium and magnesium stay on the surface after the water evaporates. If left on the surface too long, water spots will etch unsightly rings into the surface that are nearly impossible to remove short of using a heavy cut compound. McKee’s RV Water Spot Remover provides a quick solution so easy to use that water spots can be safely wiped away in a matter of seconds, eliminating the chance of long term damage.

That’s right – McKee’s RV Water Spot Remover is as easy as spraying on and wiping off. Thanks to its eco-friendly formula that doesn’t rely on harsh acids or high-octane cleaners, McKee’s RV Water Spot Remover leaves your wax coating intact. You’ll also be pleasantly surprised by the fruity fragrance, a trait not found in any other water spot remover on the market.

To make water spots even easier to remove, polish and wax your RV at least twice a year using McKee’s RV All-In-One Cleaner Wax & Sealant. To reinforce the wax coating after using Water Spot Remover, apply a quick coat of Final Step Detail Wax. This will ensure the surface remains glossy and slick, making any type of contamination easy to remove.

32 & 128 oz.
McKee's RV Leather/Vinyl Cleaner & Conditioner safely cleans and conditions all vinyl and leather surfaces found in your RV. Use it on vinyl dashboards, leather upholstery, rubber door seals and vinyl seat cushions. Gentle cleaners remove embedded dirt, grime and sun tan lotion while conditioning agents penetrate the material, leaving a soft, supple finish that is well protected. Leather/Vinyl Cleaner & Conditioner dries to the touch and will not leave surfaces slick or overly shiny.

You don’t ignore your RV’s fiberglass and gel coat exterior, so why ignore your leather and vinyl interior? Vinyl dashboards contain plasticizer oils that will leach out of the material if not cleaned and protected on a regular basis. Leather, when not properly cared for, becomes dry and brittle over time. McKee's RV Leather/Vinyl Cleaner & Conditioner contains durable UV inhibitors that help vinyl dashboards retain their vital plasticizer oils along with conditioning oils that keep leather soft and supple. It’s a true one-step solution to all your leather and vinyl care needs.

If there’s one aspect of RV detailing that Bob McKee, the owner and founder of McKee's RV, doesn’t care for, it’s leather and vinyl care. Why? Well, up until the inception of his product line, the only available options (and yes, there were many) were all complicated multi-step systems that could make your head spin! Plus, they often left a greasy, oily sheen behind. Choosing the best leather and vinyl care products was confusing to say the least. That’s why he decided to take the simple approach to leather and vinyl care by creating a single product that covers all your leather and vinyl cleaning and conditioning needs.

Bob loves leather and vinyl care now that he has a product that cleans, conditions, and protects in one step. For those of you that like to keep it simple – we have a feeling that describes anyone who has read this far – you’ll be pleased to hear that, even though this is a one-step solution to leather and vinyl care, there are no compromises with its cleaning or conditioning abilities.

McKee's RV Leather/Vinyl Cleaner & Conditioner cleans as well as a dedicated cleaner and maintains and protects like a dedicated conditioner. If you’re wondering how we managed to formulated a product that accomplishes both, it’s called good chemistry!

32 & 128 oz.
Wax & Wax On The Go
Wash and wax your RV in minutes – without using a hose, bucket, brush, or water!

McKee’s RV Wash & Wax On-The-Go provides an environmentally-friendly way of washing and waxing your RV. No hose, bucket, brush or free-flowing source of water is required. Formulated with high-lubricity cleaning agents and real carnauba wax, McKee’s RV Wash & Wax On-The-Go cleans, shines and protects your RV in minutes; it can even be used in direct sunlight! Use on all hard surfaces inside and outside of your RV.

Prepare to be amazed! McKee’s RV Wash & Wax On-The-Go will quickly become one of your most reached for RV care products thanks to its time saving abilities. If your RV isn’t in need of a traditional wash with a hose and bucket, a few quick sprays of McKee’s RV Wash & Wax On-The-Go will remove dirt and grime, restoring a just-waxed shine in minutes. It’s that easy!

McKee’s RV Wash & Wax On-The-Go is formulated using high-lubricity cleaning agents that safely lift dirt and grime, allowing it to be wiped away without scratching the finish or creating a smeary mess. The high-grade carnauba wax imparts a glossy, slick finish that will trick friends and family into thinking you just spent all day waxing and polishing your RV.

Don’t stop at the outside of your RV! McKee’s RV Wash & Wax On-The-Go can be used on most hard surfaces including paint, gel coat, stainless steel, plexiglass, composite surfaces, counter tops, instrument clusters, showers, bathrooms and more. The protective properties of the high-grade carnauba wax will prevent dust and dirt from sticking, leaving treated surfaces cleaner, longer.

Use McKee’s RV Wash & Wax On-The-Go as often as you would like. Formulated using advanced UV inhibitors, McKee’s RV Wash & Wax On-The-Go will provide the utmost in surface care protection on treated surfaces. RVs regularly cleaned with McKee’s RV Wash & Wax On-The-Go will stay cleaner, longer.

32 & 128 oz.
Finally, a metal polish that's all-natural and easy to use!

McKee’s RV Metal Brightening Soap. If you are like a lot of people that have sensitivity to chemicals, rest assured the metal polish you’ve been waiting for is finally here. This non-toxic soap relies on smart chemistry instead of high-octane cleaners like ammonia, a common ingredient in other metal polishes. McKee’s RV Metal Brightening Soap cleans, shines and restores the appearance to stainless steel, aluminum and diamond plate surfaces.

McKee’s RV Metal Brightening Soap polishes and protects in one simple step! Consisting of silicate-free polishing clay and all-natural soap flakes, McKee’s RV Metal Brightening Soap forgoes the nasty, caustic ingredients found in a conventional metal polish and relies on eco-friendly ingredients.

Polishing metal used to be messy, and you often found yourself dizzy when the job was completed due to the toxic chemicals found in most metal polishes. McKee’s RV Metal Brightening Soap makes it easier than ever to restore dull, spotted, or tarnished metal surfaces to a mirror-shine.

You’ll find a million-and-one uses for McKee’s RV Metal Brightening Soap inside and outside your RV. Use it to polish your exhaust to a mirror finish, remove soap scum and stubborn dish soap residue from your stainless steel sink, and polish your wheels to a finish so bright they will shine like chrome!

McKee’s RV Metal Brightening Soap is arguably the easiest RV detailing product you’ll ever use. Simply wet the included sponge and rub it back and forth across the soap until a thick lather is produced. Then, take the sponge and polish your RV’s bright work to a mirror finish. Treated surfaces will be clean, shiny and well protected thanks to the anti-corrosive agent found in Metal Brightening Soap.

10 oz.
Carnauba Sealant Wax
The last synthetic wax you will ever apply to your RV!

McKee’s RV Carnauba Sealant Wax combines all-natural carnauba wax with synthetic polymers to provide tough-as-nails protection for your RV’s exterior surfaces. Synthetic polymers protect painted, fiberglass, gel coat, chrome, and aluminum surfaces from UV-induced fading while high-grade carnauba wax creates a glossy, slick finish that sheds water and contaminants, leaving your RV cleaner in between washes. Carnauba Sealant Wax is a thick, lotion-like formula that is easily applied by hand or machine.

We believe that keeping your RV looking pristine shouldn’t be a difficult, time-consuming task. After all, you didn’t purchase your RV with the intent of detailing it every other weekend! McKee’s RV Carnauba Sealant Wax provides protection that lasts the long haul, allowing you to spend more time enjoying your RV instead of waxing it over and over again.

McKee’s RV Carnauba Sealant Wax combines all-natural carnauba wax with super slippery synthetic polymers. While each component in this unique formula has its own strengths and weaknesses, when combined they create a blend that provides the glossy, wet looking shine of a high-end carnauba paste wax with the rock-solid durability of a synthetic polymer – with no trade off!

We can’t stress this enough – waxing your RV shouldn’t be difficult! Bob McKee, the owner and founder of McKee’s RV feels the same way, which is why he commissioned his chemists to create a synthetic wax that is thick, easy to apply, and most importantly, one that lasts!

Not only does McKee’s RV Carnauba Sealant Wax provide protection that lasts, it also works hard to keep your RV cleaner in between washes. The wax creates such an immense amount of surface tension that dirt and grime is easily removed. We call this a self-cleaning effect, and it makes your RV considerably easier to maintain. Nothing will stick to the surface, not even stubborn black streaks. After applying McKee’s RV Carnauba Sealant Wax, you’ll be able to wash away bugs, oil, road film, and yes, black streaks with ease! What’s more, you can extend the protection by washing your RV with McKee’s RV Wash & Wax RV Shampoo.

16 & 32 oz.
**McKee’s RV All-In-One Cleaner Wax & Sealant** is the perfect one-step solution to clean, polish and seal your RV in ONE Step! Use on new and weathered RVs – the outcome will always be the same! **McKee’s RV All-In-One Cleaner Wax & Sealant** removes oxidation, road film, stubborn bug splatter, black streaks, and other common contaminants that stain and discolor your RV over time. Durable UV inhibitors help prevent UV-induced cracking and fading.

Your RV’s gel coat, fiberglass, or painted exterior is constantly being bombarded with environmental contaminants such as road film, acid rain, bug splatter, black streaks and accidental gas spills to name a few. **McKee’s RV All-In-One Cleaner Wax & Sealant** brings new life to your RV’s exterior while sealing it for long lasting protection. The aforementioned contaminants that plague your RV from life on the open road won’t stand a chance against the durable shell of protection provided by **McKee’s RV All-In-One Cleaner Wax & Sealant**.

**McKee’s RV All-In-One Cleaner Wax & Sealant** formula was created without compromises. Cleaner waxes are designed to clean, polish, and protect the surface that they are applied to. While they all strive to achieve these goals, many formulas lack in one (or more!) of these areas. That’s not the case with **McKee’s RV All-In-One Cleaner Wax & Sealant**. This unique formula cleans to remove embedded dirt, polishes to remove swirl marks and oxidation, and seals for long lasting protection.

RVs are BIG, and performing multiple steps can take days or even weeks! Whether your RV is brand new or showing signs of oxidation and fading, save time and money by detailing it in one step with **McKee’s RV All-In-One Cleaner Wax & Sealant**. Apply by hand or machine – you’ll never find a RV cleaner wax or all-in-one polish that is easier to apply and remove. We guarantee it!

**McKee’s RV All-In-One Cleaner Wax & Sealant** is formulated for gel coat, fiberglass, clear coat, chrome, aluminum, and stainless steel finishes. Regardless of the surface, All-In-One Cleaner Wax & Sealant will polish and seal it with protection and shine that lasts for the long haul.

16, 32 & 128 oz.
Final Step Detail Wax
Cleans, shines, and protects in one step!

**McKee’s RV Final Step Detail Wax** is a spray-on cleaner and wax in one! The slippery polymers found in Final Step Detail Wax encapsulate dirt particles, allowing them to safely be removed without scratching delicate finishes. Final Step Detail Wax features high-grade carnauba wax that adds UV protection to combat cracking and fading. Use Final Step Detail Wax on gel coat, paint, fiberglass, aluminum, chrome, decals, windows, countertops, appliances, and any other hard surface on or in your RV.

Final Step Detail Wax is without a doubt the product you will use most to care for your RV. Use it once and you will understand why: not only does Final Step Detail Wax clean, shine and protect ALL hard surfaces on the inside and outside of your RV, it's a pleasure to apply and remove. Final Step Detail Wax does not streak or smear, and it buffs off without creating any additional work for you. Treated surfaces will be left glossy, slick, and well protected.

You didn’t purchase your RV to spend all day cleaning it, which is why we developed **McKee’s RV Final Step Detail Wax** as a product that requires no thinking to use. Spray, wipe and buff – that’s all it takes to clean and shine your RV’s gel coat, fiberglass, painted finishes, wheels, glass, countertops, shower, chrome, decals, appliances, sinks and any other surface in or around your RV.

Your RV’s exterior is under constant attack from the likes of bird droppings, accidental fuel spills, road grime, oil and many other other contaminants that plague an RV from everyday use. To keep your RV’s exterior surfaces looking new, it’s important that you remove said contaminants as quickly as possible. We know how tempting it is to use the squeegee at the truck stop, but who knows what the previous guy used it for?! Clean and shine your RV the quick, easy, and proper way with **McKee’s RV Final Step Detail Wax**.

32 & 128 oz.
Windshield Washer Booster
Clean your windshield to a streak-free finish with the flick of a switch.

Simply amazing – That’s the only way to describe how well McKee’s RV Windshield Washer Booster. By adding just one ounce to your windshield washer reservoir, you double its cleaning ability while creating a much slicker cleaning solution that is less prone to streaking and smearing. The nifty bottle features a built-in measuring cup for easy, accurate product measurement. Cleaning your RV’s windshield has never been this quick or easy!

Cleaning the windshield on your RV is no easy task, especially while you’re out on the open road. The last thing you want to do after being attacked by a flock of birds or a heard of love bugs is to pull over, get out your step stool, and clean your windshield. Who has the time or the patience for that? Bob McKee, the owner and founder of McKee’s RV certainly doesn’t, which is why he assigned his team of chemists to develop an easy solution for cleaning your RV’s windshield on the fly.

McKee’s RV Windshield Washer Booster is an advanced additive for your windshield washer fluid. Not only does it double the cleaning power, making it far more effective at removing stubborn road film, bug splatter, bird droppings, grease, and grime, but it’s also far less prone to streaking and smearing. With the flick of a switch you’ll be able to see clearly again!

Driving with a windshield that’s constantly dirty is like driving with bald tires; it’s a safety hazard. Since it’s impossible to get out of your RV during rush hour traffic or while on the freeway to remove bugs, grease, and grime off the windshield, we developed this product to do all the work for you. Simply add the proper amount to your windshield washer reservoir (most RVs have a reservoir that holds 1 gallon) and you’ll be set for months! What’s more, the bottle has a built-in measuring cup to ensure the correct amount is used every time.

Directions:

1 ounce treats 1 gallon of windshield washer fluid.

Squeeze bottle until built-in measuring cup fills to 1 ounce marker.

Remove cap and dispense measured product into windshield washer reservoir.

Add more product as needed.

Keep your windshield looking and performing as well as the rest of your vehicle with McKee’s RV Windshield Washer Booster.

16 oz.